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ABSTRACT 
Applying Makawalu to Midway Atoll’s Visitor Program: Kuaihelani, Papahānaumokuākea 

Marine National Monument 

by 

Gina M. McGuire 

Master of Science in Tropical Conservation Biology and Environmental Science 

University of Hawaiʻi, Hilo 

Professor Jason P. Turner, Chair 

  

 This study informs decisionmakers on the stakeholder's views about the feasibility of re-

opening visitation to the Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge and Battle of Midway National 

Memorial. Midway Atoll is operated under the National Wildlife Refuge System and is the only 

area within the surrounding Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument designated to 

allow for public visitation. Narrative research methodologies including interviewing and 

participant observation were conducted under the Hawaiian framework of makawalu, literally 

translating to “eight eyes.” Narrative research provides the context and added complexity to 

inform decisions about visitation regarding social, ecological, heritage, and economic interests in 

the Atoll. Stakeholder responses show that the question as to whether visitation “should” be re-

opened on Midway is unclear across responses, and that in many cases where there is strong 

conviction to have visitation, it is only for certain groups and interviewees have serious 

reservations about visitation program design. Spatial landscape analysis identifies gaps in data 

availability to determine potential environmental impact on Midway Atoll and the importance of 

including Indigenous ways of knowing in management. The literature review of similar sites 

shows that the effects of increased human activity are often greater than anticipated or 
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immediately observable. Significant logistical challenges of operating in a remote setting result 

in high annual program and trip costs. Future planning should incorporate stakeholder views, 

information on potential environmental harm, and associated costs collected in this document to 

inform whether or not the benefits of visitation outweigh concerns and the high cost. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) is located within the northernmost 

portion of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI), 2,110 kilometers northwest of Honolulu 

and is part of the National Wildlife Refuge System (NWRS) as well as the Papahānaumokuākea 

Marine National Monument (PMNM). The NWRS is administered by the U.S. Department of the 

Interior’s Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) as a national network of lands and waters for 

conservation, management, and restoration (FWS 2016). According to the Refuge Recreation 

Act [16 U.S.C. 460k-460k-4 -- Public Law 87-714], the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to 

“administer refuges, hatcheries, and other conservation areas for recreational use, when such 
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uses do not interfere with the area’s primary purposes” (FWS 1962). The NWRS Act 

[16USC668dd] builds upon this stating that, “compatible wildlife-dependent recreational uses 

are the priority general public uses of the System and shall receive priority consideration in 

refuge planning and management” (FWS 1998). This demonstrates a clear objective to make 

FWS public lands accessible when possible. When NWRs are located in remote or specially 

managed conservation areas, as Midway is within the PMNM, facilitating visitor access can be 

difficult and costly. The mission of the PMNM is, “to carry out seamless integrated management 

to ensure ecological integrity and achieving strong, long-term protection and perpetuation of 

NWHI ecosystems, Native Hawaiian culture, and heritage resources for current and future 

generations” (FWS, NOAA, and State of Hawaiʻi 2008). Currently, access to the PMNM is 

prohibited except in compliance with a permit, or when conducting passage without interruption 

with proper notice procedures. There are strict regulations regarding take and pollution within 

this area. Midway Atoll is the only area within the PMNM that is designated to have public 

visitation. Goals for the management of Midway Atoll include that it “support Native Hawaiian 

practices consistent with long-term conservation and protection,” and to “identify, interpret, and 

protect Monument historic and cultural resources,” as well as “offer visitor opportunities at 

Midway Atoll to discover and appreciate the wildlife and beauty of the NWHI, enhance 

conservation, and honor its unique human history” (FWS 2006). Midway has had a long 

anthropogenic history, including public visitation in its role as a NWR. It is the policy of FWS to 

permit persons, organizations, and corporations to provide concession activities, facilities, and 

services that are “necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment” and are compatible 

and appropriate with the mission of the FWS and the surrounding PMNM (Adams 

2001). Concession contracts and permits are only awarded when public visitation is sufficient for 
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a sustainable venture (Adams 2001). Concession administration is strict in compliance with 

contract terms and conditions as specified through FWS Director Order No.139 (Adams 2001). 

 

Figure 1 Map, Site Overview 
Site overview of Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) and Battle of Midway National 
Memorial. Satellite imagery provided by FWS (2015), expanded Marine National Monument 
boundary provided by NOAA (2018) *marked in pink. Map mad by Gina McGuire, March 10, 
2019. 
 
History of Previous Visitation  

Under the jurisdiction of the FWS, visitation occurred on Midway for 16 years, serving 

ecotourists, heritage tourism, and educational opportunities (GAO 2016). Midway Atoll NWR 

was opened to visitation after the Navy transferred jurisdiction to the FWS in 1996 and then 
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operated for ecotourism under the Midway Phoenix Corporation (MPC) (Pandion Systems, Inc. 

2005). The Pandion Systems, Inc. 2005 report provides the most detailed account for visitation 

under the MPC and is the primary source for the information in this paragraph. Visitor packages 

(set programming provided by MPC) included recreational fishing, SCUBA diving and 

snorkeling, and service learning and natural history programs offered through the Oceanic 

Society (Pandion Systems, Inc. 2005). Other educational opportunities included evening 

programs with FWS staff, visiting researchers, and visiting veterans, walking tours themed on 

Midway history and wildlife, and a boat tour to Eastern Island. About 35% of visitors came for 

volunteer work, 60% for nature viewing, and five % for military history (Pandion Systems, Inc. 

2005). Between 1999 and 2006 seven cruise ships visited Midway for two-and-a-half-hour 

periods for interpretation of historic and wildlife features, and most of which were on trans-

Pacific routes (Pandion Systems, Inc. 2005). Environmental education programs offered at the 

time included partnerships with the University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo, Waikīkī Aquarium, and 

California State University at Northridge, which provided on-site, interdisciplinary courses for 

students (Pandion Systems, Inc. 2005). For example, University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo courses 

focused on marine and liberal arts studies of two to three weeks in length through personal 

observation, lectures, field trips, and a review of scientific literature (Pandion Systems, Inc. 

2005).  

Due to tensions between the MPC and FWS, the MPC left in 2002, leaving visitation 

operations solely to the FWS (Pandion Systems, Inc. 2005). After MPC left the Cooperative 

Agreement, FWS allowed the public to visit Midway but did not regularly schedule a visitation 

program (GAO 2016). In 2005 Pandion Systems Inc. identified three ways for FWS to operate a 

visitor program: 1) a program run solely by the Service, 2) via a Service coordinator and single 
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concessionaire, or 3) a Service coordinator with multiple concessionaires. Between 2002 and 

2006 visitation at Midway Atoll was not coordinated directly through commercial or chartered 

flights and primarily consisted of several cruise ships visiting the atoll (GAO 2016). Several 

additional visitors arrived via private vessel and aircraft (GAO 2016). Visitors were required to 

request permission from the Refuge Manager to ensure staff availability (GAO 2016). From 

2007 to 2012 tour operators coordinated with FWS and were responsible for gaining PMNM 

permits and to coordinate with FWS for charter flights (GAO 2016).  

After the designation of the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument in 2006, 

activities at Midway Atoll needed to be approved by the Monument Management Board. Permit 

types include Conservation and Management, Research, Education, Native Hawaiian Practices, 

Special Ocean Uses, and Recreation (FWS and NOAA 2006). Sport fishing was prohibited at 

this time and FWS did not facilitate diving (GAO 2016). Permitting restrictions on incoming 

vessels made it more difficult to dock (GAO 2016). The Oceanic Society stated that from 2008 

to 2012 about 30% of their clients were professional or amateur photographers, 35% nature 

lovers/eco-tourists, 10% former visitors or residents, 10% military or cultural interest, 10% self-

identified as birders only, and the last five % identified as snorkelers/marine interest only 

(Oceanic Society 2018). After the first two years of visitation, in following years about 5-10% of 

Oceanic Society visitors were repeat clients from the first two years (Oceanic Society 2018). 

The visitor program for Midway Atoll has been closed since 2012, largely due to 

budgetary constraints and the significant cost of replacing the transient housing facility (GAO 

2016). The Government Accountability Office cited that after the funding allocation increased to 

Midway to more than $4 million in 2011, FWS decreased allocation for Midway by more than 

$1 million by fiscal years 2012 and 2013 (GAO 2016). These officials remarked that the lower 
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allocation led to suspension of public visitation on Midway in 2012, which, in turn, decreased 

operations funding available from fees collected for services such as lodging (GAO 2016). 

Interest to re-open the Atoll to public access was expressed in an Oversight Hearing to the 

Committee on Natural Resources on Is the Midway Atoll NWR Being Properly Managed? (U.S. 

Government Publishing Office 2014) and the U.S. Government Accountability Office Report on 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Facing Competing Priorities (GAO 2016) (Committee on Natural 

Resources Oversight Hearing 2014). These reports also identify significant logistical and 

financial barriers to re-opening visitation (U.S. Government Publishing Office 2014; GAO 

2016).  

 

Cultural Significance 
It is critical to understand the framework for visitation on Midway Atoll through an 

Indigenous lens. The importance of Indigenous perspectives in decision making for sites like 

PMNM and Midway Atoll has been documented by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, 

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in its Pacific World Heritage Action Plan for the years 

2016-2010 (UNESCO 2015). UNESCO states that “indigeneity is inseparable from heritage” as 

well as the “social, economic, and environmental well-being” of these sites (UNESCO 2015). 

This “inseparable connection” to both “seascapes and landscapes in the Pacific Islands region” is 

connected to the origins of peoples, traditional cultural practices, and Indigenous ways of 

knowing (UNESCO 2015). The UNESCO Action Plan supports the concept on an international 

level that “traditional practices… reinforce the inseparable relationship between communities, 

cultures, and environment that underpin sustainable development” (UNESCO 2015). So often in 

the past, research in Hawaiʻi and throughout the Pacific region, this has not been done with care. 

All visitor program analyses completed since 2002 (FWS 2006; Pandion Systems, Inc. 2005), 
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included logistical, budgetary, and environmental considerations for hosting visitation. Yet none 

included an Indigenous Pacific perspective on the challenges and benefits of opening access to 

visitation. The cultural background provided on Midway Atoll details some of the Indigenous 

geography of the Hawaiian archipelago (such as contextualizing Papahānaumokuākea within the 

Hawaiian origin story), which is important to consider when making decisions about Midway 

Atoll. 

The NWHI, including Midway Atoll, have significant cultural importance within Hawaiian 

cosmology (Kikiloi 2010). In Hawaiian tradition, Papahānaumoku is known as the earth mother 

and Wākea, sky father (Kikiloi 2010). From this joining Papahānaumoku is documented to have 

given birth to the Hawaiian archipelago (Malo and Emerson 1991), to Hoʻohōkūlani (starring of 

the heaven), and still-born Hāloanakulaukapalili (the long breath in the quivering leaf) or the first 

kalo plant: the older brother to Hāloa, the ancestor for all Hawaiian people (Kikiloi 2010). There 

is a direct linkage between the Hawaiian people’s wellbeing and sense of place and the 

archipelago via this genealogy (Kikiloi 2010). The Kaiʻaikawaha genealogy of ancestral names 

consistently highlights the NWHI as ʻāina akua: ancestral places where souls traveled to and 

lived in the afterlife (Kikiloi 2010). The Kumulipo is the Hawaiian creation chant, and provides a 

genealogy of organisms in the order of their creation in Hawaiian belief (Beckwith 1951). The 

Kumulipo opens in pō, in darkness (Beckwith 1951). The word 'pō' and the concept that it 

embodies is Pacific in origin— and is not found only in Hawaiian tradition. It is also a Maori 

concept and is embedded in their creation story (Hata 2012). The pan-Pacific epistemology 

regarding pō reinforces the contention that an Indigenous Pacific perspective is critical to the 

management of Midway Atoll as one of the sacred sites within the region. Pō has many 

meanings in Hawaiian including night and darkness, but also refers to the realm of the gods in 
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Hawaiian cosmology (Kikiloi 2010). The twelfth line of the Kumulipo states, “Hanau ka pō,” 

meaning the night gave birth, with the emergence of the first organism, the coral polyp two lines 

later followed by many reef organisms. It follows that the realm of pō is tied to the sea, and to 

the ancestral islands returning to the sea. As the Hawaiian Islands age and erode into the sea, 

which occurs as the islands move northwest on the Pacific plate away from the hotspot, they 

themselves are thought to descend into pō (Kikiloi 2010). Kure Atoll, followed by Midway Atoll 

is the last emergent land in the Hawaiian Islands chain. In addition to this placement within a 

sacred realm within Hawaiian tradition, Midway Atoll is also traditionally known as Kuaihelani, 

or the backbone of heaven (Pukui and Elbert 1986). There are numerous references that refer to 

Kuaihelani as a place of visitation and/or residence of gods that migrated to the Main Hawaiian 

Islands, for example Pele (Hawaiian fire goddess), who went to Kuaihelani, Kanehunamoku, 

Mokumanamana, then Niʻihau before taking up residence in Puna, Hawaiʻi Island (Westervelt 

1916). These stories highlight the role of Kuaihelani in Hawaiian tradition, and its connection to 

the Main Hawaiian Islands. 

 

Non-Native Historic Significance 
Midway has played a major role in Western history. The first written recorded landing to 

Midway was in 1859 by Captain N.C. Brooks (FWS 2006), following which there has been a 

consistent human presence on the Atoll. Shortly after the 1859 landing the U.S. Secretary of the 

Navy sent Captain Reynolds to take possession of the atoll for the United States (Speulda-Drews 

2010). The Commercial Pacific Cable Company used Sand Island as a relay station to establish a 

communications link between Honolulu and Guam in 1903 (FWS 2006). This enabled President 

Roosevelt to send the first round-the-world message of United States' Independence Day (Pacific 

Consulting Services, Inc. 2012; FWS 2006). In 1906 President Roosevelt placed what was 
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known at the time as the Midway Islands under the jurisdiction and control of the U.S. Navy to 

stop “the wanton destruction of birds that breed on Midway” (FWS 2006). Pan American World 

Airways established a seaplane base and small hotel in 1935, making it a regular fuel stop on a 

transpacific route that included Manila, Guam, Wake Island, and Honolulu (Speulda-Drews 

2010). Midway was commissioned as a Naval Air Station and was attacked by the Japanese on 

December 7, 1941 (Ballard et al. 1999). The Battle of Midway took place from June 4-7, 1942 

(Ballard et al. 1999). In his book, Incredible Victory: The Battle of Midway, Walter Lord states 

that, “against overwhelming odds, with the most meager resources, and often at fearful self-

sacrifice, a few determined men reversed the course of the war in the Pacific. Japan would never 

again take the offensive. Yet the margin was thin—so narrow that almost any man there could 

say with pride that he personally helped turn the tide at Midway” (Lord 1997). Midway plays a 

critical role in American, and world history. It would continue to be used during the Cold War 

and was the site of meeting between President Nixon and South Vietnam’s President Thieu in 

1969 to announce U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam (FWS 2006). The Atoll has always been 

important anthropogenically, although for different reasons through time. With the transfer of 

Midway to the FWS in 1996, the ecological inhabitants of Midway again regained priority. 

 

Ecological Significance 
Midway Atoll is geologically almost 28 million years old (Dalrymple 1977) and is an 

important site for bird nesting and as a resting site for aquatic creatures. The Atoll hosts a barrier 

reef ecosystem with a shallow inner lagoon (FWS 2016a), and is home to the largest albatross 

(Phoebastria spp.) colony in the world and 15 species of colonial nesting seabirds, including five 

species of terns and three nocturnal seabirds (FWS 2016a). There are an estimated 550,000 

nesting pairs of Laysan albatross (mōlī, Phoebastria immutabulis) and 250,000 non-breeders, 
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150,000 nesting pairs of Bonin petrels (Pterodroma hypoleuca) and 75,000 non-breeders, and 

7,500 white terns (mano o Kū, Gygis alba) (FWS 2018c). The extensive population sizes of 

avian species on Midway are well-documented. Midway is home to an array of threatened and 

endangered species, including about 600 critically endangered Laysan ducks (koloa maoli, Anas 

laysanensis) (FWS 2018c). Additionally, the Atoll’s surrounding ocean is home to a local pod of 

spinner dolphins (naiʻa, Stenella longirostris) (FWS 2016a), Hawaiian green turtles (honu, 

Chelonia mydas), the Hawaiian monk seal (ʻilioholoikauaua, Neomonachus schauinslandi), and 

250 species of fish including several shark species (FWS 2018a). Preservation efforts under the 

FWS focus on marine debris removal, habitat restoration, and mitigation of negative impacts due 

to historic infrastructure’s impacts on wildlife. For example, lead paint has been linked to droop-

wing-syndrome in albatross chicks and efforts are underway to address and reduce species 

decline due to human introduced toxins (Forney 2010; FWS 2018c). 

 

Research Goals 
The purpose of the present study is to aid the FWS in their current management of 

Midway Atoll by collecting the information necessary to guide the future of visitation at the 

Atoll, to provide a public document for those interested in Midway to understand the site and its 

relationship to visitation, and to give the Atoll a “voice” from an ecological and cultural 

perspective. This project focused on compiling an analysis of Midway Atoll NWR and Battle of 

Midway National Memorial capability and potential to host a visitor program again. The 

questions asked include: 1) should visitation increase in the future, and, 2) if so, how it should be 

done. This report serves as a collection of voices and experiences to address questions and to 

look closely at visitation options that are ecologically, historically, and culturally appropriate and 
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safe. This document provides the information necessary for visitation to become a reality should 

FWS elects to renew it. 

METHODS 
Researcher Transparency 

Part of an Indigenous and Pacific Islander tradition includes oral storytelling and 

narration (Loppie 2007). These stories are dynamic and are process-oriented to guide decision 

making and problem resolution (Loppie 2007). As described by Kovach (2009) and Given 

(2008), researchers who study Indigenous lands, places, and issues must engage in reflective 

inquiry before, during, and after research as one way to link the researcher’s story to research 

participants’ stories. This act of reciprocating information creates a line of shared 

communication between researchers and participants that helps bridge differences in knowledge 

and practice. The call for carefully assessing and making clear the researcher’s positionality vis-

a-vis the research and this practice of self-disclosure, also known as 'positioning the researcher,' 

is common to in qualitative research (Creswell and Poth 2018; Kovach 2009). The positionality 

statement grounds knowledge within experiences that influence researcher interpretations 

(Kovach 2009). Writing a reflective statement also helps the researcher to know “one’s own 

purpose and motivation for research” (Kovach 2009). This has become common practice within 

qualitative research within the last 20 years (Smith 2012), and has been done amongst 

Indigenous researchers in the Pacific region, for example in the work done by Kawelu (2007)s on 

the history of archaeology in Hawaiʻi. Similar to this analysis on visitation at Midway Atoll, Dr. 

Kawelu was writing about her research from an Indigenous perspective for the first time in her 

field. There is clear tension in research that combines Western and Indigenous approaches to 

inquiry due to ontological and epistemological differences (Loppie 2007). Self-identification is 

best practice in working with communities who have thus far been excluded from the research 
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process (Smith 2012). A positionality statement demonstrates respect for the local community by 

introducing the researcher to the community, in effect making as transparent as possible a 

researcher’s institutional and personal context, which in the past may have remained hidden and 

is included as part of the methodology. 

Researcher Introduction to Kuaihelani 
 When I went to Kuaihelani, I was very much aware of my entrance to a place of 

reverence and respect. I am of Hawaiian descent and grew up on a native plant conservation 

farm on Hawaiʻi Island. My identity and ways of thinking are grounded in a strong sense of 

belonging to place through Hawaiian practice. To me, culture cannot be separated from 

academic research or state land management of the places society is trying to protect and share. 

Culture and responsible land management must be braided together like a ti leaf lei. I am 

humbled to have been able to work on a project regarding Midway Atoll and the 

Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument.  

The historical and military presence of Sand Island is equally noticeable as the striking 

features of the natural ecosystem. Each time we came across pillboxes and old bunkers across 

the island I felt humbled. The memorials tell a story of tremendous bravery and sacrifice—of an 

unexpected victory that changed the course of modern history. I met sacrifice again and again—

in the contractors, in the FWS employees & volunteers—to care for and protect such a beautiful 

place, so far from their families and day-to-day lives. 

I often think about the spirit of Midway Atoll and what it represents. It is very old, 

geologically speaking. But it is also ancestrally and culturally old. It has had a long relationship 

with humans: it is a place of protection, sacrifice, new life, and death. It is a National Wildlife 

Refuge. A National Battle Memorial. It hosts a critical runway for airline and Coast Guard 

operations. It is poʻiu, or sacred. It is home for contractors and staff. It is also the only area 
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within Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument that may eventually allow public visitor 

access. It is a place to remember, but also to look forward, as a place of hope for the future. I 

truly believe that if we are genuine in our intentions about doing what is best for this place, for 

honoring the naʻau of Midway, it will be in a manner that is respectful and responsible to the 

culture, ecology, and history, and in a manner that gives more than it takes. I did my best to keep 

that intention at the forefront of this research. My thoughts and expectations throughout my 

experience with this project changed and evolved over time and I hope to be open and 

transparent with my reactions. 

 

Qualitative Methodology Framework 
This project used a combination of qualitative research methods, including narrative 

research and participant observation to capture the depth of interviewee’s expressed views of 

Midway and its potential for visitation. Narrative research, such as interviews, focus upon the 

stories of individual experiences within specific places and situations (Creswell & Poth 2018). 

Participant observation allows researchers to gain an in situ understanding of the interviewees’ 

context (Creswell and Poth 2018). Participant observation allowed the researcher to gain on-the-

ground understanding of Midway Atoll, primarily Sand Island’s environment and followed a 

similar process of coming to know place to Marino (2015) in her work in the town of 

Shishmaref, Alaska. To bring together multiple perspectives documented in narrative research 

and participant observation, the Hawaiian practice of makawalu, literally translating as 'eight 

eyes,' (Pukui and Elbert 1986) was used. Makawalu is cited as an important component of land 

management, particularly watershed and grassroots management in Hawaiʻi (Hiapo Perry 2018). 

The narrative approach and makawalu (Hiapo Perry 2018) work well together to combine 

interviewing with an Indigenous way of thinking and practice (Kovach 2009; Smith 2012). 
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Interview and participant observation data provide more extensive and holistic data in this case, 

as compared to other qualitative methods such as surveying. Gathering stakeholder opinions in a 

transparent and open-ended style is not only important ethically but also offers in-depth material 

for decision makers to make the most informed, well-rounded decisions when paired with 

logistical and ecological parameters. 

Interview Methodology 
 Midway Atoll has a limited number of people who have recent and relevant perspectives 

on its environment (environment here refers to social, economic, ecosystem, and cultural 

situations) and interviews primarily serve to understand the experience of life on the Atoll as 

well as perspectives regarding visitation (Table One). Questions were intentionally open-ended 

and were designed to avoid response-bias that researchers get in surveys and questionnaires. 

Open-ended questions encourage interviewees to interpret questions, often resulting in novel 

responses that help researchers re-think their analyses. Core demographic questions were asked 

of each participant to allow for comparison in themes across age, gender, education, or other 

organizing categories. All interviewees speaking on behalf of an organization (e.g. NOAA) were 

asked two additional questions. In following narrative research methodology and the goal of co-

production of knowledge, follow up questions were added as necessary. Interview lengths ranged 

from 15 minutes to over an hour based on depth of experience and interviewee engagement. 

Narrative research requires active collaboration with participants and for researchers to 

responsibly represent participant stories from the interviews (Blodgett et al. 2011; Borland 1991; 

Given 2008; Kovach 2009). On-site interviews took place during two site visits to Midway Atoll 

in 2018 (via plane June 5-20 and via supply vessel November 9-20). English-speaking contract 

workers (from Defense Base Services Inc. (DBSI), where most workers are Thai nationals), 

current volunteers, Kupu interns (Kupu is a Hawaiʻi-based organization providing training in  
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Table 1 Question list for stakeholder interviews. 
Question # Question Type Question 

1 

Core 

Personal / 
Introductory 

What is your name? 

2 What is your affiliation to Midway Atoll (e.g. 
volunteer, chef, previous manager…)? 

3 How long have you been involved with Midway 
(number of visits, length of stay(s)? 

4 What got you interested in the atoll / how did you 
end up coming out to the atoll? 

5 
What do you enjoy about being on Midway? Do you 
have a favorite memory or experience that is unique 
to the atoll? 

6 
  Is Midway meaningful for you? If so, how and 
why? (e.g. cultural, personal ties to history, life 
goals…) 

7 

Visitation 

What would you say is defining about the experience 
of being on Midway? Are there parts of being here 
that can’t be experienced through a digital platform? 

8 

Do you believe Midway should be open to 
visitation? Any concerns? (If here for visitation in 
the past, what was that like? What were visitor 
interactions like?) 

9 (Asked of 
organization 

representatives) 

Organization 
Perspective 

Is there any way that [Organization] would support 
(personnel, programming help) a visitation program 
re-open? 

10 Is there any specific programming / style you would 
like to see part of a future visitor program? 

11 

Follow Up 
Questions, 
Added as 

Appropriate 

Follow Up 
Examples 

 While you were managing the visitor program, what 
were challenges that you faced or overcame? 

12 
 Many people who visit Midway describe it as ‘life 
changing.’ How does one capture that essence in a 
visitor program? 

13 What elements of the PAA program were most 
satisfying or could have been improved on? 

14 
While you were with groups, did you see any 
inappropriate behavior with wildlife? Were people 
generally respectful? 

15  How do you feel about Bill #6879? 
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conservation and environmental education for young adults), and FWS staff were interviewed 

during these trips.  

 Other relevant stakeholders were interviewed with the same questions over the phone 

over the course of July 2018 - May 2019. In-person interviews were designed to prioritize 

participant comfort and confidentiality, and every participant was offered the opportunity to 

speak one-on-one with the researcher in a location of their choice. Participation in the interviews 

was voluntary. Data were collected through audio recording (Olympus VN-541PC) when 

subjects were in agreement. If participants declined audio recording, hand-written notes were 

taken during the interview. Participants were also offered the ability to respond to the same 

questions with a written response. Recordings were transcribed by hand and with NVivo 

Transcription services (QSR International 2019).  

 Each participant was asked to complete a University of Hawaiʻi Institutional Review 

Board (IRB) informed consent form. Reponses are anonymous and quotes included in the paper 

were selected with the goal to prevent identification and represent a portion of what was said. 

Both participant observation and interviewing followed standard practice and ethical procedures. 

All names and locations mentioned within interviews were replaced with pseudonyms in 

accordance with ethical considerations of Institutional Review Board (IRB) # 2018-00725. Since 

Midway Atoll is a small community, identifying information was removed to protect study 

participants. Individual responses to questions were randomly labeled “Interviewee A … Z, 

AA…” to prevent assigned names or genders from aiding in identification. When individuals 

answered questions on behalf of the organization that they represent they are labeled as 

organization representative (e.g., OHA representative). 
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Table 2 Background information on interview participants and the range of stakeholders 
represented. If a participant fell under more than one category they are grouped together by best-
fitting characterization to experiences shared. *FOMA submitted a single organization response 
(marked here as one), representing the views of their member board.  
 

M
id

w
ay

 A
to

ll 
St

ak
eh

ol
de

rs
 

 Stakeholder Affiliation Organization / Position Descriptions Interviews 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 

Current Staff 3 
Volunteers 2 

KUPU Interns 3 
Retired Staff 2 

Thai Contractors 3 
Contractors 6 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) 

Current Staff 2 
Retired Staff 1 

Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) Current Staff 2 
State of Hawaii Division of Land & 

Natural Resources (DLNR) Current Staff 2 

Supporting Organizations 
Friends of Midway Atoll (FOMA) 1 
International Midway Memorial 

Foundation (IMMF) 1 

Previous Ecotourism Providers Oceanic Society 1 

Other 
PMNM Cultural Working Group 

Members 3 

  Veterans 1 
    Total 33 

 
At the time of this research there was an average of 49 people living on Midway Atoll 

long-term (seasonal population fluctuates with contractual workers) (FWS 2019), providing a 

small initial sample size. Interviewed stakeholders had to be voluntary participants and English-

proficient because of time, financial resources for translation, and researcher competence. Phone 

interviews were conducted with leaders in the four Monument co-managing organizations (FWS, 

OHA, NOAA, Hawaiʻi State Department of Land & Natural Resources (DLNR)) and other 

interested organizations including the International Midway Memorial Foundation (IMMF) on 

what they would like to see in the future of visitation at Midway. Non-Midway residents who 
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were interviewed had experience with the Atoll, included a U.S. military veteran, and were 

interviewed following the same standards as residents Individual and organizational interview 

participants were identified through literature review, participant observation, and through 

contacts provided by the FWS. Previous research on visitation to Midway has not included the 

personal perspectives of contractors, despite the fact that visitation impacts their lives and that 

they provide some of the most continuous residential perspectives of life on Midway. This is the 

first time that contractors’ perspectives have been included in a visitation analysis for Midway. 

In total, 33 individuals representing a diverse selection of age groups, on-island experience with 

Midway Atoll, and associated roles, were interviewed for this study. No statistical analysis was 

run on interview content although content was coded through Nvivo12 to understand the 

frequency of topics discussed and to code interviews for recurring themes and concepts.  

Participant Observation 
 Paired with interviewing, site visits included extensive work with FWS and DBSI 

leadership to understand and document logistical and budgetary challenges associated with 

visitation on Midway. Participant observation included observation of operational activities 

including trash collection, docking and off-loading of an incoming supply vessel, and greenhouse 

use to understand the context of logistical constraints. 

Ecological Methodology Framework 
 A framework for potential environmental impacts of increased human presence on 

Midway Atoll was prepared using geospatial analysis (Arc GIS 10.6.1) and a review of existing 

literature of impacts upon seabird colonies and atoll ecosystems (Joerin et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 

2012). Previous visitor plans and conceptual site plans have included land classification maps, 

but did not detail the vegetative and marine community compositions (Pandion Systems, Inc. 

2005; Jones & Jones Architects and Landscape Architects 2009). A land cover map using 
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terrestrial data provided by FWS (2014) and marine community data provided by NOAA (2003) 

are combined with Hawaiian descriptors of an atoll environment (Lucas 1995) for the first time. 

To understand the role of invasive plant species and how this may be related to increased 

visitation a hot spot analysis (Arc GIS 10.6.1) for areas of Sand Island where terrestrial invasive 

species were recorded (data provided by FWS 2018b volunteer vegetation surveys). Hot spot 

results were assessed for statistical significance using an Average Nearest Neighbor and Global 

Moran’s I analyses (Arc GIS 10.6.1). To further identify not only where invasive plant species 

are currently observed, but also a potential influencing factor in their dispersal mechanisms, 

Sand Island weed data was spatially joined to a super-imposed 50 x 50 meter grid to calculate 

incipient weed density and diversity in grid cells (Arc GIS 10.6.1). Density data was calculated 

using the average values from volunteer survey observations. Each grid was then classified by 

average distance (determined using buffer function) from the nearest road(s). Grid cells that fell 

over paved surfaces such as the runway and beaches were removed from the analysis to exclude 

data points that would not host incipient weeds and would skew data. There was a total of 1,696 

grid cells. A quasi-poisson generalized linear model (glm) (R Studio 1.1.463) was used to model 

the relationship between cell plot average distance to nearest road and incipient weed individuals 

per plot. The null hypothesis was that there is no relationship between mean distance to the 

nearest road and incipient weed individual densities. 

RESULTS 

INTERVIEW RESULTS 
Interview Analysis Framework 

Before moving into interview analysis, it is important to understand ethical 

considerations for the following data. The highest priority for the discussion of the shared 

knowledge and stories is to protect participants from harm by avoiding to disclose information 
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that could be harmful to participants, as well as revealing situations where data might be 

identifiable to a particular source (Creswell & Poth 2018). Interview data are interpreted here in 

a process described by (Patton 2015): making judgements about what is meaningful in the 

patterns, themes, and categories generated by analysis. This interpretation is then analyzed for 

the story they have to tell (Riessman 2008), providing a chronology of turning points and 

researcher epiphanies (Creswell & Poth 2018).  

Interviews were coded for themes shared across stakeholders, and using frequency for the 

framework of comparison is limiting. Coding can provide an indicator of frequency of 

occurrence for themes and between interview participants. However, this procedure remains 

contentious (Creswell & Poth 2018), because frequency counts may overly simplify qualitatively 

rich information. Creswell & Poth (2018) conclude that in their work they do not report counts in 

articles, as assigning a quantitative value for magnitude or frequency can be contrary to the 

nature of qualitative research. Numeric orientation of qualitative data may also convey that codes 

should be given equal emphasis and disregards the idea that passages coded together may 

represent contradictory views (Creswell & Poth 2018). A quantitative analysis of the collected 

interview data would imply that objective neutrality can exist as long as variables are controlled 

for (Kovach 2009), while qualitative analysis depends on the understanding that subjectivity 

within research is constant and demands a relational approach to research (Kovach 2009). 

Kovach recommends a mixed method approach, as Western procedures can limit Indigenous 

cultural inquiries. Thus, the knowledge shared through interview format is interpreted with the 

use of codes but in a manner that is responsible and grounded to a holistic and respectful 

portrayal of what was shared, which cannot be done using frequency indicators. Recurring 
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themes may arise and we can count them, but it is important to analyze the content of what is 

shared. 

Coded analysis of transcribed interviews revealed four main “umbrella” themes of content. 

These umbrella topics included: 

1. The values of visitation, as seen by stakeholders; 

2. Stakeholder stance on if Midway should be re-opened to public visitation; 

3. Concerns regarding the re-opening of visitation; and 

4. Degrees and capabilities of support that supporting organizations would be able to 

provide. 

 

Each of these umbrella themes contained a variety of coded responses from stakeholders.  

 

1. Values of Visitation 
 

Figure 2 Values of visitation as identified by stakeholders, visual hierarchy. 
 
Questions including “What is defining about the experience of being on Midway?” and “Is 

Midway meaningful to you? If so how, and why?” resulted in the sharing of stories, experiences, 

and opinions about why visitation to Midway was valuable to each individual. These values 

include the following. 
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1a. Cultural Value 
 In conversations with stakeholders, it became clear that there is a revival of Hawaiian 

cultural valuation placed on Midway Atoll. In conversations/interviews with individuals that 

have been involved with Midway since the 1990s, they remarked that the cultural significance 

and practice, although incorporated into the design and management of the PMNM, has not been 

prevalent on Midway specifically. An individual remarked, 

“...the Hawaiian cultural [valuation], is very new to me. Because up until coming out this time it 
hasn’t been discussed. We didn’t have maps that had Hawaiian names on them for the islands 
prior to that. I think it’s wonderful that we have this new revitalization of Hawaiian culture out 
here.” Interviewee E 
 

Cultural stories about Midway were expressed throughout interviews by several different 

interviewees through deep personal connections. The following story is shared with permission 

from the individual. 

“We’re stargazing and just like, really good moment. We were reflecting. And she was like, 
“isn’t it amazing that hundreds or thousands of years ago, your ancestors were probably 

looking at the stars like we are today?” [Crying]. 
And I was just like, “yeah, that is pretty amazing.” 
And she said, “And you’re still here.” [Silence]. 
“And, um,” [Crying. Silence.] 
And then she said, “What a legacy.” 
And for me, it’s really like, I don’t need to be sad or not confident or not feeling like I 

belong, I’m still here, after what we’ve gone through? So yeah, that was a huge point in what I 
would say is an awakening of cultural consciousness. And really changed my mind about 
everything and what I want to do and who I want to be.” – Interviewee S 
 

The context and story behind the speaker’s realization demonstrate that Midway provides 

defining experiences that are integral to maintaining connection to place, ancestors, and identity 

in an Indigenous context. In addition to this intangible strengthening of identity, the place and its 

unique ecological resources offer opportunities for cultural practitioners that cannot be found 

anywhere else. Access to resources such as the Sand Island makaloa (Cyperus laevigatus) 
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population which is used in a Hawaiian weaving artform that has declined since the late 1800s or 

feathers that are used in traditional feather work were identified as valuable to cultural 

practitioners. In reference specifically to public visitation, one individual remarked: 

“It allows practitioners to have that space over there [Midway] and to help the island with their 
place, possibly help them get the resources that they need to do their practice.” - Interviewee V 
 

Cultural valuation of visitation to Midway extends to include the ability to provide longer-term 

Indigenous research opportunities. Specific research discussed a practice described by two 

individuals/interviewees: huli ia, “an environmental observation kind of practice” that 

“interweaves community.”  This Indigenous methodology is based on observation of phenomena 

such as weather, seasonal change, what’s flowering… which can’t be done within shorter time 

frames. The interviewee stated, 

“...to get the feel for a place, to feel like you know it's soul you have to spend some time there 
and see it when its sunny and hot and experience when it's windy and raining sideways and when 
the surf is 25 feet and you know that kind of thing just comes from time.” - Interviewee C 
 

Midway is also identified as the only place within the PMNM that would be able to support this 

longer-term research opportunity. 

“Midway is maybe the only place where you could get cultural practitioners up there to really 
experience and feel place.” - Interviewee C 
 
The shared narratives highlight Hawaiian cultural significance of Midway in the lives of 

practitioners and for Hawaiian descendants. The opportunity to incorporate Hawaiian values and 

oral tradition into the structure of a visitor program may provide a framework of reverence that 

visitors of various backgrounds can connect to. Stakeholders highlight the opportunity to design 

a visitor program that would allow access for cultural and ecological researchers. 
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1b. Research Support 
 The value of being able to host visitation on Midway for extended lengths of time was 

shown to also benefit the scientific research community. NOAA officials remarked that Midway 

is “a pivotal place for all of the marine science and marine management activities that happen at 

the northern end of the Monument.”  

 

Participants shared that Midway is critical to current marine monitoring efforts in the PMNM, 

and that it also has the potential to offer much more diverse research opportunities in temporal 

study extents. Midway could involve researchers more than the current vessel-based model if 

opened for visitation: 

“I know that there are researchers who would love to have the opportunity to have access up 
there. And certainly, they could write [their] own grants to support themselves there if they were 
able to get up there.” Interviewee AA 
 
“Midway affords you that kind of luxury where you could go and spend two weeks working 
intensively on something which is something you would never do with a ship so it would open up 
a whole different kind of research on Midway.”  Interviewee C 
 

Long-term research opportunities for cultural practitioners and terrestrial and marine ecological 

researchers could benefit by more open visitation. Currently you can apply for a research permit 

to conduct research in the PMNM, but it is unclear if a study requiring a long-term stay on 

Midway would be approved at this time due to logistical constraints. If visitation constraints 

were lessened and research permitting processes updated, cultural practitioners/researcher and 

environmental/ecological researcher capacity would be strengthened. 

 

1c. Historic Value 
 Over a quarter of interviewees made it clear that there is significant interest in the modern 

historic aspects of the Atoll, and in many cases familial connections draw people’s interest to 
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visit. This connection was absent in the younger generation of interview participants, those aged 

under 30. For some of the interviewees, an historic connection to Midway was the primary 

reason of interest: 

“To me, visiting Midway is an honor of being able to stand on sacred ground where men of our 
armed forces fought and died in a battle that changed the course of World War II. It always left 
me with a sense of being there at the time of the battle and watching events unfold... The fact that 
I could walk on hallowed ground and realize the experience in the present what happened 77 
years ago to me is the defining moment on Midway.” Interviewee O 
 

In the past and currently for individuals involved with the annual volunteer albatross count 

public visitation has provided a means for individuals who lived or worked on Midway to be able 

to return to a place with which they have deep connections. 

 

“She grew up here as a child. Her father was a naval officer and she attended the school that 
was here. … she comes back and volunteers annually, counting the albatross population and 
other birds that they see. But also, I think it’s a way for her to reminisce about growing up and 
her childhood although the actual landscape has changed so dramatically over the last 50 years 
since she had been a child, she’s in her mid-60s now.”  Interviewee K 
 
“You could probably hear stories and stuff like that but to actually live it is amazing…I 
remember the history of it, of Midway Island, and you know when I was first going to come here 
and I was talking to my mom about it and she said, 'Oh! Your uncle was stationed there when he 
was in the Navy in World War II.' So, when I got here it was just like, I’m walking around and 
wow, my uncle walked on this island in World War II. That was pretty special for me.” 
Interviewee B 
 

The historic connection to Midway, particularly regarding events of World War II are shared by 

both individuals of American and Japanese descent and WW II veterans. There has been interest 

in visitation to this site to maintain this connection. A NOAA official shared a story about a 

vessel of Japanese citizens that were planning to travel to Midway interested in “pay[ing] 

homage” to their relatives as the Monument designation was created. 
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“It's just, you know, again the importance of that place to so many families in so many eras. You 
know another example of that is the World War II Veterans and what happens you know with the 
commemoration ceremonies every year and you know those people don't want to lose the 
stories.”  NOAA official 
 

Familial connections to the rich history and the desire to honor the men who fought and died on 

Midway pervaded through stakeholder narratives. The remaining on-site military heritage 

provides a tangible reminder of American history and also shows how a place can be restored 

following intense anthropogenic use. 

1d. Inspires Conservation Action 
 Interviewees previously involved with educational programs and ecotourism trips 

remarked on the unique ability of experiences at Midway to inspire long-term conservation 

action. Actions of alumni from a previous educational leadership program offered on Midway, 

the Papahānaumokuākea ʻAhahui Alaka’i (PAA) program are cited as strong examples of how 

experiences on Midway can be translated into consistent environmental advocacy: 

“Every single one of those educators is still involved with us today in some way shape or form 
and some of them aren't necessarily still involved in Hawaiʻi but they're all still part of what we 
do.” NOAA official 
 
This ability to translate experience to conservation action shows benefits from their access and 

that there may be able to broader engagement with environmental advocacy kindled by 

visitation. 

“I think maybe one of the most valuable things you could get out of limited visitation at Midway 
is of every person that goes there… that that person is going to be a huge advocate for 
everything the Monument stands for, for conservation for wildlife. You can't have enough of the 
ambassadors out there. Every one of them wields a tremendous amount of influence… I don't 
think you can put a price tag on that kind of grassroots support.”  Interviewee C 
 

The influence of ‘environmental ambassadors,’ i.e., visitors, links to the role of Midway as a 

‘baseline’ of comparison to the environment of the Main Hawaiian Islands. Like accessible 
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terrestrial parks in Hawaiʻi, such as Volcano National Park, visitation to distinctive ecological 

sites creates an investment in natural resources from first-hand experience. The impact of seeing 

a site ‘teeming’ with wildlife and native species and the “resilience of nature” make a large 

impression on stakeholders across age groups as discussed by several interviewees. This is 

particularly important in generating public interest in developing and maintaining ecological 

health of the planet at the local and global scale. Without access through visitation, relatively 

remote places like Midway become forgotten by the tax paying public.  

“That was a good opportunity for me to see some sort of baseline. Because, you’ve been to [city 
in Main Hawaiian Islands], you don’t see any sea birds… there’s no fish, there’s no coral. It’s 
death everywhere. The mountains are just brown… my growing up is just being like, oh that’s 
just how it is. And me coming out here gave me that perspective that, “whoa!” I’ve never even 
seen a Native Hawaiian seabird or this many fish, or these plants.”  Interviewee S 
 
“I can see it being used as a major education tool … Midway encapsulates the extremes between 
extreme human development and degradation and the high potential of restoration and tying 
back to Hawaiian culture and way of life. How things are supposed to be done sustainably.” 
Interviewee G 
 
These accounts demonstrate that experiences on Midway have the unique ability to inspire and 

sustain conservation practice and advocacy, as well to develop an appreciation for the site’s 

cultural and historical value. A visitation program’s style and goals can greatly influence what 

visitors take away from their experience and the overall benefit of hosting educational programs 

on-site.  

1e. Window to the Monument 
 When the PMNM was established in 2006, Midway was designated as the only place 

within the protected expanse to allow for public visitation. A NOAA official remarked that that 

having Midway closed to public visitation is “not the vision of those that created 

Papahānaumokuākea,” or in line with what was shared during public visioning meetings. This 

NOAA official reflected that that designation as a special area for access was and “still is part of 
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what we were designated to do… what it was articulated for hasn’t happened for five years or 

longer. It is really a lost opportunity.” 

 

Another individual remarked that, “the original dream was to go to Laysan but I just wanted to 

come out to the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands…. It’s been in the works since 2008.” 

Interviewee T.  

 

In addition to the unique ability of Midway as the only on-site window into PMNM, it is 

remarked by Monument Management Board representatives that visitation to Midway can aid in 

the Monument’s overall mission and appeal to the public: 

“... anything that provides a kind of opportunity, is good for the larger Monument and not just 
for Fish and Wildlife Service. The monument is sometimes a tough sell because: “a tremendous 
fantastic place. I love it. You know I've been there 20 times. Take my word for it because you'll 
never get to go there. That's a, bitter pill to swallow. Whereas if these people think well you 
know if I really wanted to, I could book a tour. I could save five grand or whatever it is. I could 
go to Midway. I might choose not to. If I wanted to I could. And that makes this whole 
conservation a lot more palatable, I think a lot of people wouldn't really go. But just to know that 
if you really wanted to you could, you're not excluded.”  NOAA official 
 
“Always our biggest struggle is money matters and how do we balance the access to the 
monument in relation with management. Just because there's a lot of information out there to 
educate people about why the monument is important, why it was designated and why programs 
are important, and it's hard to say then that you can't go there…. If we can find a good 
intermediate, I think that'll help to sustain the program for the long term.” DLNR official 
 

These interviews establish from a PMNM-wide perspective the importance and value of PMNM 

visitation. Providing access to this small area was and is part of the PMNM mission and can 

make restrictive management practices more ‘palatable’ for decision makers while enhancing 

public support. 
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1f. Digital Platform 
 This research focuses on on-site visitation opportunities and does not assess the potential 

for virtual visitation. However, conversations about the difference of an in-person experience on 

Midway in comparison to a remote virtual opportunity reveal that there are aspects of on-the-

ground experience that cannot be fully expressed through a technical medium. Interview 

participants consistently identified the constant smells and sounds of Midway seabird colonies as 

significant parts of their experience on the Atoll that couldn’t be sufficiently conveyed through a 

digital platform. 

“There is no doubt in my mind that one cannot ever experience first-hand the feelings one 
receives by watching an artificial medium. To me, being [on Midway] can never be equaled to by 
a visual image or a digital platform.” Interviewee U 
 

Despite this disparity in an on-ground experience and digital platform, several staff across 

managing and supporting organizations identified virtual visitation in forms available as one 

individual remarked, “incredibly valuable.”  

 

The following values for visitation were each documented by a single group of stakeholders. 

Although not widely discussed, these values are meaningful to point out and are original 

elements to add to this conversation. 

1g. Art Community 
 The traditional means of communicating information about the NWHI and the 

encompassing PMNM include scientific papers and educational materials. However, alumni 

projects from the PAA program as well as previous fine art productions allow for a different, 

and, perhaps, broader audience to engage with the PMNM. Interviewees identified access to 

Midway for artists involved in the mediums of photography, film, painting, children’s books, 

hula and chant, weaving, and kapa design as valuable to furthering the PMNM mission. 
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Increasing access to Midway for individuals intending to use their art to communicate the 

PMNM mission to their audience could have powerful positive impacts for outreach. 

 

1h. Contractual Community  
 Several of the contractors interviewed had been living on Midway for over 10 years and 

some much longer. They have seen the progression of visitation from the late 1990s during the 

Midway Phoenix Corporation era to management under solely FWS to no visitation. 

Contractors’ perspectives, including that of Thai contractors, has not previously been considered 

when describing and assessing visitation on Midway. These contractors are a major part of all 

day-to-day interactions with visitors. There seems to be a strong desire from the Thai community 

for visitation to return to Midway and they take pride in contractors being able to help and 

connect with people from around the world. 

“We used to feed 80-200 people every day. Fun. Now, maybe ten or 20 minutes they leave.”  
Interviewee W 
 
“Yes, for me, I really enjoy it. Work with the people like this. So, we can talk, we can share, 
whatever their experience is… I feel happy to talk with the people. Is very good… I hope this can 
happen.”  Interviewee L 
 
“Yeah. I enjoyed here when people come… whenever I see the different people come here, I 
really enjoy that. Because here, there’s not that many people. Only food and a lot of bird here… 
Excellent for visitor to come here.” Interviewee M 
 

One of the Thai contractors remarked that during periods of visitation the social atmosphere of 

Midway was livelier and evening events were more frequent. These were of value to the Thai 

community’s sense of wellbeing, reducing their isolation of working far from home. In regards to 

evening events, one individual remarked, “Right now we have nothing. No place to go. But still 

ok… After they announce for the Monument… Coast Guard ship come, NOAA ship come, every 
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week, every three, four days. We go All Hands Club... But now, nothing. Long time. I don’t 

know why, maybe they shame station.” 

 

Other benefits to the Thai community from visitation included an English learning program. The 

building where this used to occur is in poor condition. A limited increase in visitor numbers 

would necessitate an additional chef, which would allow for more flexibility in the shifts of the 

dining crew, as currently when one chef is sick or on vacation, the dining crew are unable to take 

days off. While the Thai perspective has not been documented or considered before, it 

demonstrates new ways of thinking about the wellbeing and definition of the Midway 

community. A holistic approach is necessary to challenge traditional views on who may benefit 

from visitation. 

 

 Interviewee responses suggest that Midway is unique in its ability to provide a glimpse of 

the NWHI and that the public may be interested in visitation. All of those interviewed offered 

compelling evidence. There are those who are humbled just to have the opportunity to see it, 

even if for a short time frame and if it necessitates a service activity. This is further demonstrated 

by the annual Albatross Census Data Count, where 14-18 people pay $2,000 towards their airfare 

to survey the albatross colony and share rooms – working 10 hours a day (minimum) (FWS 

2018c) – and the willingness of volunteers to come to the Atoll for six months at a time. While 

stakeholders expressed a variety of reasons to re-open a visitor program, the responses to 

whether or not this should become a reality were less clear cut. 
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2. Should Midway be re-opened to visitation? 
 All interview participants were asked if they believed that Midway should be open to 

visitation. Figure 2 breaks down responses received to this question from the 33 stakeholders 

interviewed. Nine % of respondents thought that there should be visitation on Midway, with no 

concerns or reservations about re-opening, 82% of interviewees responded that there should be 

visitation on Midway but qualified their answers with serious concerns about visitation that 

would need to be addressed and/or specific program design requirements. Nine % of respondents 

said that visitation should not be re-opened at Midway, which is further broken down with three 

% who qualified their answer to account for serious concerns that might be mitigated for, and six 

% of which did not think visitation should be re-opened on Midway without qualifications to 

their answer. The data shows that the majority of interviewees support visitation with a more 

conservative minority, who are concerned primarly with environmental impacts and the high 

costs associated with visitation.  

 “I would not open Midway to visitation, in my opinion. I do not think that the average public 
would respect the lifestyle of the birds, knowing the public. I have great respect for FWS and 
what they’re doing with the Refuge… I know what that costs and I know what that charter plane 
costs to fly out there. And I know what the upkeep is for a person to stay out there for a week. I 
do not think that Midway Atoll has the structure to handle visitation...” Interviewee Z 
 

“And FWS has worked so hard to make the environment to what it was, to try and take down 
invasive species, to try and put back more species that makes sense. The birds live here, you 
know. More people will certainly impact that. They could bring in more invasive animals, 
insects, plants… While I agree, we all live on this earth, we should all be able to enjoy it, we 
don’t have access to everything. We have to think about this… people don't need to come to it, 
they’re already impacting it with their thousands of pounds of garbage that washes up here.” 
Interviewee R 
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Figure 3 Categorization of stakeholder response to core question, should there be visitation 
at Midway Atoll NWR?  

 

It was difficult to quantify answers into categories (Figure 3), as some interviewees answered 

with responses such as: 

“I really can’t give a concrete yes or no answer to that question. I think that it would be great to 
have more access for certain educational programs and definitely cultural practitioners and 
scientists wanting to conduct research on Midway, but I also think that the cost to get these 
groups out there would be more expensive than they might be willing or able to spend, and I 
don’t think that it is a cost that should come out of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s budget, 
as I think it is important for all of the money in their budget to go into the conservation and 
biology work happening out on Midway rather than visitation. I also think that there might need 
to be a limited number of people granted visitation because of the potential risk to wildlife there 
with a greater number of humans present.” Interviewee A 
 

9%

82%

3%
6%

Should there be visitation at Midway Atoll NWR?

Unequivocably.

Yes, with reservations.

No, unless serious
concerns addressed.

No, there should not be
visitation.
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For quantitative purposes this would be classified as a “yes, there should be visitation with 

reservations,” as access to certain groups was identified as a potential positive. However, this 

classification does not reflect that the term ‘visitation’ that interviewees were responding to is a 

broad umbrella term that includes reference to all transient visitors that might come to Midway 

including ecotourism, cultural practitioners, and educational programs to name a few, and that 

interviewees identified subsets of this umbrella as beneficial to Midway. For example, these 

interviewees stated: 

“I do not think that Midway should be open for general tourism at all, only potentially to small 
groups that are interested in going for educational, scientific, or cultural reasons.” Interviewee 
A 
 
“I’d like it to be more open but mostly for Hawaiian people, cultural exchanges, and learning 
opportunities such as classes/aloha ‘āina/college courses. But this will also mean more potential 
for invasive species but as long as there is adequate biosecurity.” Interviewee S 
 
“It really depends on what open to visitation means. For several reasons including the mission 
of FWS, mission of the refuge, biosecurity, and threatened and endangered species shows that 
Midway was not established as a vacation destination and can never be open to all types of 
visitation.” Interviewee F 
 

These responses show that while answers could be broadly grouped to understand general trends 

in what was shared, it is in no way reflective of the intricacies of what was shared and the 

complexity of reactions to the term ‘visitation.’ 

3. Concerns 
 To analyze the complexities of interviewee responses to the visitation question, 

interviews were coded for concerns regarding increasing access to Midway.  
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Figure 4 Stakeholder identified concerns regarding visitation, visual hierarchy. 
 
 
3a. Programming 
 As demonstrated by the responses shared above there is a range of views on what a 

visitation program at Midway should look like and not all stakeholders agreed on the style a 

visitor program should take. Views on who should be allowed to visit and for which purposes, 

length of visit, and level of oversight varied across interviewees. For example, one individual 

stated: 

“And so, should it be wide open? Absolutely not. Should we have a really clear set of objectives 
for what opening it looks like? Yes. Should we limit the visitation? Yes. Should there be some 
times where we can use it to showcase what Papahānaumokuākea means to policymakers or 
funders or others? Absolutely. Should we also open it for times when we can take school groups 
or educators out there? Absolutely.” Interviewee AA 
 

Interviewees varied in their responses to who should be allowed access, with some strongly 

opposed to the return of tourism in any form, and several responses in favor of the return of 

ecotourism. Access for educational programs and cultural practitioners were consistently 

identified as meaningful forms of visitation. One individual remarked on the need to have 

purpose-driven visitation, which would narrow the mission of a visitor program: 
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“Midway plays in a larger region that we call pō… Placement in that origin of creation kind of 
implies that… I mean, back in the day, when the old folks got there it was like the most skilled of 
the skilled and the best of the best arriving there. People weren’t going there casually, people 
weren’t going there fun, people weren’t going there just for something to do. They were going 
there with a purpose and it took discipline and training and preparation to successfully get there. 
And like now, for us, today, it’s easier for us to be there. But those same concepts of purpose and 
commitment and training and you know, discipline and preparation, I would hope to a degree 
that could be elements of a visitor services program.” Interviewee CC 
 

Several comments focused on the level of oversight, and comments that the ‘restrictive’ 

oversight of recreational activities and beach closures as part of the reason for the tension 

between the Midway Phoenix Corporation and the FWS. 

“Too many rules…not good for the visitor, they pay a lot. They pay a lot. No Internet and hotel. 
But they pay a lot when they came here. Only birds to show them and go to the beach…Can go 
beach there, but cannot go there, cannot go there, not allowed. Cannot make noise...” 
Interviewee W 
 

On the flip side, those concerned with environmental wellbeing of the island maintain that strong 

oversight is a necessary part of any visitor program. 

“Without throwing anyone under a bus, for people who came for different reasons, who often… 
didn’t think the rules apply to them. They need… not just, 'here are the rules,' but we need to be 
able to monitor and make sure the rules are followed… keeping the beaches closed is 
important… being guided, not biking around town, but in those areas. I mean even that, there’s 
risk there… Even the most well-intentioned person, go off the roads. And crush a burrow. Or 
disturb a monk seal or turtle. Still have a very high probability… a decent probability that a bird 
is going to strike them. Or they are going to run over a bird that could be 60 years old. And 
break their wing… there’s just so many subtleties of how to observe without harassing the 
wildlife unintentionally.” Interviewee E 
 

If Midway were to be re-opened to visitation, it is clear that there is no set program style that will 

make all stakeholders comfortable with its re-opening or with program style. It is clear from 

what was shared that a visitor program would require a respectful and appropriate framework 

both culturally and ecologically.  
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3b. Reciprocal 
 Several interviewees commented on the concern and importance that a visitor’s program 

benefit the place itself. This was discussed from a cultural perspective of reciprocity: 

“How can we give back to Midway? … how does that relationship go both ways? That’s a 
traditional concept and I think when you look at…if you want to call it the more conventional 
resource approaches, I think there’s still a little bit of a void in conventional practice and 
traditional resource management interacting with each other in that reciprocal relationship. 
There’s still a little bit of work to do there.” Interviewee CC 
 

“As far as some kind of visitor program over there, along the lines of all the things that we’ve 
mentioned, a kind of reciprocal relationship with all of the people that are going there. I think 
that’s super important from a cultural perspective as far as going to that place.” Interviewee V 
 

Other stakeholders remark on the importance of inclusion of service activities to a visitor 

program: 

“I believe providing volunteer service opportunities would be great. Educational, conservation, 
cultural, etc. which focus on giving back to public lands and providing a rewarding experience 
for a visitor could be appropriate.” Interviewee F 
 

“Every one of Oceanic’s groups over that time period [2008-2012] did volunteer activities 
during their stay [including] beach clean ups, and native plant propagation and out-planting ... 
Midway can have a wide variety of visitor opportunities. Given its remoteness the most obvious 
is a return of high-end educational focused nature travelers. These visitors could be charged a 
fee that would help to support some subsidized spaces for individuals that could not otherwise 
afford the cost.” Oceanic Society representative 
 

As shown by the unique history, cultural, and ecological value of Midway and supported by 

stakeholder desire, any visitation program on Midway should be reciprocal, in that it should be 

designed to give at least as much, if not more, than it takes. The Oceanic Society representative's 

comment reflects that monetary donations may be an additional form of reciprocity (in addition 

to traditional service activities such as out-planting) that may contribute to the creation of a more 

equitable and well-run visitor program. Inviting donors to Midway may be the only way to re-
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open a visitor program that is financially sustainable. As one interviewee stated, "You're always 

going to find people to go out there that are willing to pay with the least good intentions," but 

also remarked that there are frameworks that can diminish this and are able to "flip people on 

their heads every time." A framework that incorporates reciprocity and provides interpretations 

of reverence for Midway would allow visitors of all different backgrounds to engage with the 

Atoll in a positive and reciprocal way. 

3c. Equitable 
 One of the most consistent reservations against re-opening visitation included strong 

desires to make travel to Midway less costly than it had been in the past. Interviewees 

emphasized the importance of a more equitable program. 

“It needs to be open to people of all economic backgrounds. I was up here with [ecotourism 
provider]. And that brought in, the lower end of the income, level of people, these were still 
people that were school teachers and doctors. They may have saved their whole lives to be able 
to do a trip like that. But then you have… folks who were generally speaking were people with 
more resources…. Some-how it’s got to be available for everyone. All people all over the 
world.” Interviewee E 
 

“Steps should be taken to mitigate the problem of catering exclusively to those who can afford 
the high price of travel to/from the Atoll.” FOMA board 
 

“a public visitation program would not be financially successful or the program would be 
limited to a visitation policy of persons from wealthy means and the main purpose of visitation 
policy would be a failure.” IMMF Representative 
 

“I am one of those people that think the public should be able to come here. I think it’s wrong 
that they’ve closed this off. I think the way they had it set up before they were set up for failure. 
And I think there are ways to do it at minimal cost. ‘Cus as a tax payer I don’t want to support 
rich people coming out here on vacation. The people that come here, they should be able to 
cover most if not all of the cost. In their fees.” Interviewee BB 
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3d. Inter-agency Support 
 Several stakeholders expressed interest in greater inter-agency support of visitation on 

Midway. The Friends of Midway Atoll board stated, “We believe there should be enhanced 

clarity of roles and responsibilities among the agencies that share jurisdiction at Midway.”  

 

The Oceanic Society identified the U.S. Navy as a potential partner to, “help make available a 

lower cost option for veterans and former Midway residents to have opportunities to visit,” and 

also identified NOAA and the State as potential partners to make “more low-cost student and 

educator opportunities possible.” 

 

The International Midway Memorial Foundation expressed interest in “terminating the exclusive 

jurisdiction of the U.S. FWS over the Midway Atoll and vesting such jurisdiction in a Board of 

Governors of the Midway Atoll.” 

 

“It’s just way too much for any one agency or office to try to keep up.” NOAA official 

 

While FWS has primary jurisdiction of operations on Midway, the agency works together with 

NOAA, OHA, and the Hawaiʻi State DLNR to co-manage the PMNM. 

 

As established in the Values portion of stakeholder responses, visitation is shown to benefit other 

co-management agencies through research support, increasing access to cultural practitioners, 

and benefitting the overall mission of the PMNM. However, when asked how these 

organizations might be able be able to support FWS in the re-opening of visitation, there was a 

general consensus that partner agencies have decreasing budgets and limited ability to help: 
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“Our budget has been cut in half of what it was when we first started… the only way that we’re 
really going to have the money that we need if we are really sincere about opening the place up 
is by looking at new and innovative funding opportunities.” NOAA official 
 
“We don’t have a lot of opportunities to increase our activities to increase our ecosystem 
restoration for the long term. We’re always struggling to get funds.” DLNR official 
 
“Yeah, we have a program budget, it’s not phenomenal. But maybe we could strategically use 
things here and there to leverage for FWS…”  OHA official 
 

Despite this acknowledgement of limited budgets amongst PMNM co-managers, which FWS is 

also facing, agency support was offered in other ways, detailed under umbrella theme four. In the 

past NOAA and FWS partnered to run the PAA program for educational leaders on Midway. The 

extent to which inter-agency support would be forthcoming in the future remains unclear. 

 

3d1. Diversifying the Management of Midway Atoll 
 The desire for increased organizational support of Midway Atoll is reflected in the 

Midway Atoll Trust Act, a bill currently under consideration. In September of 2018 the Midway 

Atoll Trust Act (H.R. 6879) was introduced to the House and was referred to the Committee on 

Natural Resources Subcommittee on Federal Lands in October 2018 (Congress.gov 2019). This 

bill would introduce a Board of Governors for the Atoll that would include a member from each 

the National Park Service, the IMMF, the U.S. Navy, the Federal Aviation Administration, the 

U.S. Coast Guard, and the FWS with the duties of “secur[ing] a private sector entity to operate 

and maintain the infrastructure of the Midway Atoll and the public visitation program of the 

Midway Atoll, and ensure that the private sector is the main vehicle for making the Midway 

Atoll solvent and profitable” (Congress.gov 2019). While a range of individuals recommended 

more inter-agency collaboration if visitation were to be re-opened, only the IMMF concluded 

that the success of a visitor program is “totally dependent on the concept that the private sector 
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operate and administrate the infrastructure.” The Oceanic Society remarked that visitation does 

not fall under FWS’s “core competency” and recommends a contracted concessionaire operate 

the visitor program. 

3d2. Alignment of Values 
 Alignment of values between organizations on Midway was noted across stakeholders as 

critical. Past failures to align profitability with protection of wildlife and environment were 

evident throughout interviews regarding Midway history with ecotourism.  

 3e. Environmental 
 One of the most consistent concerns regarding visitation were the potential ecological 

impacts of increased human access including biosecurity (referring to the need to prevent 

introduction of invasive flora and fauna), potential unsupervised impact on Bonin petrel nests, 

and wildlife disturbance to creatures like the Hawaiian monk seal. 

A FWS Representative said, “this is the balance. This place can’t handle a lot of people and 
we’ve got to do it very cautiously.”  
 

A DLNR official stated of nearby Kure, 

"We have rigorous quarantine protocols and policies, procedures in place to ensure that we 
don't translocate something that could potentially cause catastrophic ecosystem damage. And yet 
we still have small incidents. So, if you open up the frequency of transit within the Monument 
would increase then that would definitely be a cause for concern for us." 
 

This suggests that biosecurity to Midway is important not only to its ecosystem health, but also 

to protect the ecology of nearby Kure. Potential wildlife and landscape-level impacts are 

assessed in their own section in Results below. 

 

3f. Logistics & Safety 
 There are significant visitation costs due to logistical challenges of maintaining facilities 

and supplies on Midway Atoll. These challenges are reflected in discussion of the costs of a 
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visitor program, but also to varying degrees by those who are familiar with specific logistical 

challenges, such as infrequency of supply vessels and fuel availability. Interviewees noted safety 

concerns, including recreational activities (i.e., bicycling, swimming and walking), access to 

medications and medical care, and the safety of aging infrastructure. These constraints are 

detailed further in the logistics results section of this paper. 

 

4. Support Capabilities of Agencies & Organizations 
 Interviews with stakeholders make clear their concerns for increased support and aid to 

FWS if visitation were to re-open. Several of the organizations (e.g., FOMA, IMMF, NOAA) 

contacted offered their support for visitation. For instance, Friends of Midway Atoll offered 

support through public outreach, curriculum development, fund-raising, wildlife monitoring, 

research support, and in building collaborative relationships with academic institutions and 

educational workshop efforts, citing the PAA program as a positive model. FOMA stated that 

they would “continue to provide political and specific project funding support for Refuge 

programs.” The IMMF stated that they would “support with all of its resources, a reopening of a 

visitation program, but only if a plan, as stated above [in reference to Bill 6879], is 

implemented.” On the condition of this bill coming to fruition, the IMMF stated a desire to 

establish a Battle of Midway museum on the Atoll as well as hosting lectures and sight-seeing 

tours regarding the Battle of Midway and wildlife. OHA offered ʻike and manaʻo (knowledge, 

thoughts, and guidance) in the case that a cultural element was incorporated to a visitor program. 

OHA also stated that they are “the only, or one of a few of the MMB that can actually lobby 

Congress and our Hawaiʻi Congressional Delegation” to offer potential help lobbying on behalf 

of budget requests before Congress. OHA also offered to aid in the creation of resources to 

enhance the cultural programming of visitation, such as creating a Midway-specific orientation 
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video, perpetuating cultural practices, and guiding the incorporation of cultural activities. An 

example for cultural activities that would be supported included having smaller Hawaiian sailing 

canoes available for use. OHA identified the Papahānaumokuākea Cultural Working Group as an 

entity that could inform cultural programming for a visitor program. NOAA identified interest in 

working with FWS to pursue non-traditional funding opportunities to support visitation. 

POTENTIAL VISITATION IMPACT ON ECOLOGICAL AND 
HERITAGE RESOURCES  
Purpose & Current Knowledge 

Midway Atoll is home to a wide array of wildlife, vegetation, and historical sites that 

could be impacted significantly by an increase in human visitation, which could result in 

introduction of invasive species, wildlife disturbance, habitat destruction, pollution, and 

vandalism. Midway is already a highly altered landscape and even current levels of human 

presence impact landscape composition and wildlife response through habituation of wildlife 

near roads and houses, noise disturbance, and increased water runoff from impervious surfaces. 

This section highlights potential concerns regarding heritage and ecological resources under 

increased human visitation so that proper planning and long-term monitoring can be conducted. 

 There can be multiple “carrying capacities” for landscapes based on different criteria that 

doesn’t adequately convey the complexity of acceptable situations for a site such as Midway 

(Curtin 2003). Determining the number of visitors that can be accommodated by the site must 

also be paired with a determinant of how the visitors will impact the site, i.e., types of human 

activities. Any amount of human use causes change in the existing biophysical and social 

conditions of a site (Curtin 2003). To assess how visitation would interact with and change 

current impact levels we need to assess the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) for Midway, and 

how these limits have been reached. It is currently unknown what the LAC are for Midway Atoll. 
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LAC places an emphasis on ecological and social attributes sought in an area, rather than how 

much use an area can tolerate (Moore and Polley 2007), transferring the focus from the number 

of visitors acceptable to the biophysical state of the resource including rate of ecological change 

and nature of activities taking place (Marion and Rogers 1994; Curtin 2003). In the following 

section, Hawaiian land descriptors (Lucas 2010) are applied to aid in the understanding of 

specific places on Midway Atoll, adding to existing Western landscape typologies. For example, 

specific place names in the Hawaiian language provide a framework to look at specific sites of 

the reef and beach that might otherwise be clumped together under a Western approach. 

Heritage Landscape  
 
Baseline & Recommendations 

Similar to potential educational and tourist-based impact on wildlife, “built heritage sites” 

(Nuryant 1996) can be affected directly by increased visitation (UNESCO 2008; Nuryant 1996; 

Dallen 2011). Built heritage sites necessitate the preservation of monuments and historic 

buildings whose meanings accrue based on their settings and societal valuation (Nuryant 1996). 

Under a visitor program it will be imperative that the interpretive guide(s) assisting groups not 

only take responsibility for mitigating environmental impact, but also damage to historical 

features (Dallen 2011). Potential impacts include vandalism, littering, and taking of historical 

artifacts such as bullet shells, which commonly wash ashore. These type of impacts have been 

observed at other UNESCO World Heritage Sites (UNESCO 2008). Several of the bunkers on 

Sand Island have already been vandalized (Figure 5) and many contain odd, broken items that 

were stored to be out of the way over the years. There are also safety and aesthetic concerns 

regarding many of the historical buildings on Midway. While FWS manages Midway Atoll as 

both an NWR and a National Battle Memorial, much of the day-to-day focus of volunteer 

activities on the atoll is focused on habitat restoration work. A potentially valuable type of 
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visitation or volunteer position could include historical/cultural resource focused service learning 

to aid the caretaking of these sites.	 

Figure 5 Evidence of vandalism of heritage sites on Midway. Time of vandalism was 
unknown when FWS Staff were asked about occurrence. Photo taken June 2018 by Gina 
McGuire. 
 
Ecological Landscape 
Current On-Site Knowledge 

The terrestrial wildlife on Midway has seasonal dependencies on the terrestrial and 

marine environments (FWS 2016). For example, albatross species (Phoebastria nigripes, P. 

immutabilis, P. albatrus) return to the atoll to mate and lay eggs October through November, 

incubate through the winter and hatch eggs in February, and fledge in June and July. The primary 

interest in visitation to Midway Atoll is during albatross season, and is recommended to occur 
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within late November to May to prevent overlap with the main construction season and to 

optimize albatross viewing (FWS 2018c). This suggests that there will be varying levels of 

impact to different species and potentially habitats throughout the year. For instance, bicycling is 

the primary mode of transportation on Midway. As long as biking is limited to major paths and 

trails on Sand Island, there is very little anticipated increased environmental impact (FWS 

2018c). Unlike with the use of golf carts, cyclists can avoid birds that are resting on the road. 

Golf carts require diligence with regards to the Midway bird population (FWS 2018c). During 

albatross season adults must be guided off of the road and juveniles need to either be guided off 

the road or moved. Golf carts also increase the likelihood of bird strikes (FWS 2018c). The 

critically endangered koloa maoli, or Laysan duck population is at danger of being run over, 

particularly when it rains as the ducks congregate around puddles. Interviews with previous 

Refuge Managers and staff involved with visitation revealed that in the past wildlife disturbance, 

particularly with charismatic species that depend on haul out time for rest such as the 

ʻilioholoikauaua (Hawaiian monk seal) and honu (Hawaiian green turtles) was one of the areas 

of most concern for environmental impacts. Midway beaches—from the lihi kai maloʻo (low tide 

mark) through the pilikahakai (shore area between low and high tides) to the naupaka-dominated 

(Scaevola shrub) puʻu one (sand dunes)—provide critical hipū (resting area) for ʻilioholoikauaua 

and honu. The charismatic nature of these creatures often leads to inappropriate human behavior 

around them (Kahiapo 2018). As a FWS Refuge and as part of the PMNM, wildlife protection is 

a priority (FWS, NOAA, and State of Hawaiʻi 2008), and willingness to follow posted rules is 

critical to the implementation of a positive visitor program. The level of impact will depend on 

visitor behavior and compliance, the predictability of disturbances, frequency and magnitude of 

disturbances, the time and season of disturbances, and the location/proximity/direction of 
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disturbance (Knight and Gutzwiller 1995; Yorio et al. 2001). Some research has suggested that 

interpretation and environmental education may not always transform ‘environmental cognitions 

and behavior’ (Wiener et al. 2009). If we could bring people into a local environment such as 

Midway with the needed level of understanding, appreciation, empathy, and dependence on local 

resources and heritage, many of the problems we anticipate with tourism would become non-

issues or at the most, rare occurrences. The possibility of this remains unclear. 

Future anthropogenic changes should be considered within the context of the impact of 

climate change. Midway is a low-lying atoll environment and is vulnerable to climate-induced 

changes. There is variability in prediction models for sea level rise within the NWHI (Baker et 

al. 2006), although the U.S. Geological Survey assessment of terrestrial habitat vulnerability in 

the NWHI using Lidar-constructed digital elevation models (DEMs) is the most comprehensive 

resource available for the site. The maximum elevation of Sand Island is 11.0 meters and the 

mean elevation is 2.5 meters (USGS 2012). 42% of total land area on Sand Island is below 2.0 

meters in elevation (USGS 2012). Under different climate projections sea level rise estimates 

range from 0.6 to 1.2 meters by the year 2100 (Nauels et al. 2017; USGS 2012). Under USGS 

passive inundation scenarios just two % of total area of Sand Island would be lost at +1.0 meter 

sea level rise, but 39% lost at +2.0 meters sea level rise, including 33% of the total vegetated 

area (USGS 2012). The environment of Sand Island will shift not only through sea level rise and 

the amount of habitat available, but also in the type of habitat and in species community 

composition (USGS 2010). The projections made here do not account for extreme weather 

events, which may rapidly change these vulnerable environments, as seen with the loss of East 

Island, French Frigate Shoals (known in Hawaiian as Kānemilohaʻi), NWHI in 2018 following 

Hurricane Walaka (Chiu 2018). Before any LAC or recommendations can be made for 
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restoration or visitation impacts on Midway, it merits a conversation over shifting baselines and 

to what expectations the landscape and wildlife can be managed in such an altered state and 

under changing climate conditions. 

Biosecurity is the main immediate ecological concern for the atoll, both currently and in a 

scenario with an increased number of visitors. Biosecurity refers to the need to strengthen the 

prevention of introduction and increase control over anthropogenic dispersal of invasive flora 

and fauna. Invasive species pose a direct threat to the ecosystem health of Midway. The 

introduction of golden crown beard (Verbesina encelioides) demonstrated the vulnerability of the 

terrestrial ecosystem to invasive dominance (FWS 2018c). Eradication efforts for V. encelioides 

began in 2007, and are ongoing: previously covering 70% of Sand Island (now less than one %) 

and is no longer on Eastern Island (FWS 2018c). The landscape-level removal of V. encelioides 

is a restoration success; however, eradication efforts are both extremely time and cost intensive 

(FWS 2018c). To determine LAC and rate of ecological change an initial site analysis to 

establish baseline ecological conditions is provided. 

Knowledge Gaps & Background Information 
Given that there is no long-term data from Midway on the potential of human impact to 

alter wildlife behavior, it is difficult to predict the consequences of increased human presence. 

There is also no single, predictable environmental or behavioral response of wildlife to human 

presence (Knight & Gutzwiller 1995). However, previous research done in other sites with 

tourism can provide insight into potential effects on Midway. For example, it is unknown to what 

degree human interaction impacts the Sand Island albatross colony and other migratory bird 

populations. At the Northern royal albatross colony (Diomedea sanfordi) at Taiaroa Head, New 

Zealand, it was found that nesting distribution moved further away from human presence to sub-

optimal nesting areas, despite previous behavior that indicated that albatross are conservative in 
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their nest site selection (Higham 1998). Human presence was significantly linked to changes in 

the age of departure from natal nests, distances the chicks move from the nests, age of fledging 

when nests were exposed to human presence as compared to nests out of view (Higham 1998). 

There was no available information on how Midway albatross react to human presence although 

this research in New Zealand shows that “apparent tolerance should not disguise the fact that 

serious impacts may still take place” (Higham 1998). 

Research on other avian species suggests that tourism will impact the various bird species 

on Midway, although degree of sensitivity differs among seabird species (Yorio et al. 2001). 

Research on yellow-eyed penguins (Megadyptes antipodes) on Otago Peninsula, South Island, 

New Zealand revealed reduced mean fledgling weight at the site with higher tourism levels 

(McClung et al. 2004). Research in Patagonia on seabird colonies revealed variety of 

consequences linked to tourism including nest or offspring desertion, destruction of nests or nest 

contents, and reduction of nest densities (Yorio et al. 2001). It is difficult to set LAC parameters 

for the Midway bird populations when there has yet to be long-term data collected directly on 

human impact. Albatross are currently handled by humans during banding and when being 

removed from pathways for golf cart and bike access (FWS 2018c). Their presence across Sand 

Island near buildings and on roadways mean that interactions are frequent. It is recommended 

that long-term data collection of frequent human contact to bird species be started either prior to, 

or in concurrence with the start of a visitor program. 

Level of compliance with the rules can be very variable, depending on the ethics of the 

individual and level of supervision while on the atoll. Terrestrial activities include: 

hiking/walking on-island (e.g., birding, photography, historical site access). Aside from the 

runway and closed beaches on the western and southern portions of the island, in an 
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unsupervised capacity there are many trails across Sand Island that visitors could walk, bike, or 

drive to that could potentially facilitate wildlife disturbance, soil compaction, or invasive 

vegetation spread. The greatest danger both to the environment and visitor safety in most of these 

areas is that of collapsing Bonin petrel burrows, some of which are just off trails or occur 

between trails and sites of interest. Bonin petrels rely on undisturbed burrows in the sand areas of 

the island (Grant et al. 1983). It is very easy to compress and destroy a burrow, which can crush 

or bury the petrels alive unless the tunnel entrance is dug out. These areas should be avoided, 

although sometimes this is not possible, particularly when accessing historical sites due to lack 

of hardened walkways.  

 Marine activities at Midway Atoll are non-extractive and non-consumptive (there is no 

fishing except for community subsistence purposes at the discretion of the Refuge Manager) and 

are thought of to be of low environmental impact, although these impacts are even less 

understood than the terrestrial. There are 277 indigenous, 87 endemic, three introduced, and four 

waif fish species at Midway Atoll (FWS 2018a), 14 coral species (Grigg 1983), and over 47 

species of algae (DeFelice et al. 1998). Marine recreational activities on Midway include 

kayaking, snorkeling, beach activities such as volleyball, and in the past SCUBA diving. A study 

on commercial marine recreation use conducted in the Main Hawaiian Islands found that the 

most frequently observed impact on reef communities included coral trampling and damage from 

touching, kicking, breaking, sitting, or standing on coral (Wiener et al. 2009). Research in 

Akumal, Mexico reinforces this by linking tourism to declines in coral cover over time and space 

(Gil et al. 2015). Damage to marine environments is also directly proportional with the 

experience of the ocean user. Research on turtle grass (Thalassia testudinum) beds in the 

Mexican Caribbean showed that snorkeling was one of the most important mechanisms by which 
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tourists caused damage on the turtle grass beds, particularly when inexperienced or careless 

(Herrera-Silveira et al. 2010). Snorkeler presence is also noted to impact herbivore presence 

(Herrera-Silveira et al. 2010; Gil et al. 2015), which could lead to algal community composition 

shifts in extreme cases. Increased coral disease rates have also been linked to sites with high 

visitation levels in Koh Tao, Thailand (Lamb et al. 2014). These studies show that there are 

varying and complex effects of marine-based recreational activities that may increase ecosystem 

stressors on Midway reefs. It is unclear at what number of visitor levels these changes will 

become severe, or even what the current level of stress from ocean access is. 

As the majority of Midway reef ecosystems require a strenuous swim or boat access to 

reach, the design of a visitor program will largely influence impacts to outer reef ecosystems by 

visitors. Outer reef ecosystems can be broken into distinct sites in Hawaiian terminology that are 

not as differentiated in Western terminology: ʻāmokumoku identifies the reef in areas where it 

abounds in islet formations, aukaka, localities of deep coral beds with overlapping ledges where 

fish hide, hāpapa, areas of shallow coral flats, the kai kohola, the shallow lagoon area of the reef 

where waves come in but do not rise into breakers, kuanalu, the outer edge of the coral reef 

where waves break, and the pueone, the place where the sea crests and break. This specificity in 

understanding place and potential human impact on reef sites should be applied to future 

environmental monitoring and assessment on Midway. Beach activities are largely concentrated 

to the northern-most beach of Sand Island (Cargo Pier to Rusty Bucket stretch of North Beach). 

There are much fewer introduced species to the marine environment than the terrestrial, with the 

three recorded benign-introduced invertebrates thought to have come via ship bottoms or ballast 

water (DeFelice et al. 1998). With the rigorous vessel requirements required to enter the PMNM 

invasive introductions to the marine community at Midway Atoll are not expected. It is 
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recommended that all visitors be briefed on proper ocean etiquette prior to being allowed in the 

water. 

Ecological Baseline & Recommendations:  

Figure 6 Landcover map, provides land cover and benthic composition of and surrounding 
Sand Island. Terrestrial data provided by FWS (2014), benthic data provided by NOAA (2003). 
Map made by Gina McGuire, March 10, 2019. 
 
 To create baseline for future LAC, carrying capacity, and acceptable visitor activity 

determinations to be made, the current habitat landscape of Sand Island is described here. 

Previous visitor plans and conceptual site plans have included land classification maps, but did 

not detail the vegetative and marine community compositions ( Jones & Jones Architects and 
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Landscape Architects 2009; Pandion Systems, Inc. 2005). These maps were created using data 

provided from FWS (2014) and are combined with Hawaiian descriptors of an atoll environment 

(Lucas 1995) for the first time. Figure 6 and Table 3 provide geospatial and community 

composition analysis for the wider Atoll and Sand Island, respectively. The largest terrestrial 

land cover type on Sand Island, accounting for just over one-third of the island, belongs to the 

Lobularia-Cynodon Herbaceous Association. This vegetation type is dominated by Lobularia 

maritima and Cynodon dactylon. Both of these species are exotic to Midway but are tolerated for 

their roles in seabird habitat and nesting material (Holthuijzen 2017). 

Table 3 Total area and percent composition of land cover types on Sand Island. 
Calculations made from data provided by FWS (2014). 
 

Land Cover Type Hawaiian Terminology Acres 
Percent of 

Land 
Cover 

Barren Aula 7.8 0.68 
Beach Strand Kaha one 62.5 5.5 

Casuarina Forest Assoc. Paina 138.3 12.2 
Eragostis Bunchgrass Assoc. Kawelu, Bunchgrass 13.2 1.2 

Lobularia-Cynodon Herbaceous Assoc. 
Sweet assylum & 

Bermuda grass (non-
native) 

389.2 34.2 

Mixed Woodland Assoc. Ulu kanu 119.8 10.5 
Partially Vegetated Former 

Runway/Pavement Hoʻoulu 60.2 5.3 

Scaevola Shrub Assoc. Naupaka 69.3 6.1 
Unvegetated Kīpapa, kūlanakauhale 261.9 23 

Viney Tribulus-Boerhavia-Ipomoea 
Assoc. 

Nohu, Alena, Koaliʻawa, 
Pohuehue 2.8 0.24 

Water Hāloko 3.4 0.3 
Wetland Cyperus Assoc. Makaloa, ʻĀina wai 8.6 0.76 
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Aula (barren) areas with no vegetation account for the next largest amount of land cover at 23%. 

These areas include the runway and paved areas as well as buildings. The remaining 43% of 

Sand Island consists of kahakai (beach) (5.5%) and surrounding naupaka shrubs (6.1%), 

ironwood groves (12.2 %) and mixed woodland (10.5%), partially vegetated areas of former 

runway, then areas of poʻo wai (water), makaloa, kawelu, nohu and alena. Before visitation can 

be established each of these terrestrial habitat-types should be assessed for LAC goals (with 

management goals for dependent species and habitats clearly determined) and monitored 

throughout visitation. 

 To understand the role of invasive plant species in Midway Atoll, 2018 plant lists (FWS 

2018f) and FWS volunteer crew incipient weed surveys (FWS 2018b) were assessed. There are 

currently 31 indigenous and native plant species (found across the Pacific, Main Hawaiian 

Islands, and NWHI) and 108 exotic plant species (includes species in community garden). 

Recently extirpated species were removed from previous plant species estimates. This 

demonstrates the inbalance in species composition of native and non-native vegetation. Although 

visitor preparation material recommends all gear to be washed and cleaned prior to arrival, there 

are currently no bio-security enforcement measures for the incoming flights to prevent the 

introduction of spores, soil, or arthropods. Figure 7 below depicts a Hot Spot Analysis (Arc GIS 

10.6.1) for areas of Sand Island where terrestrial invasive species are found. This data was 

provided via volunteer crew vegetation surveys (FWS 2018b). Initial analysis on the incipient 

weed data with Global Moran’s I Analysis (Arc GIS 10.6.1) shows that there is less than one 

percent likelihood that the clustering pattern would be the result of random chance (z-score 

25.15, p-value: <0.001). Average Nearest Neighbor Analysis (Arc GIS 10.6.1) shows that the 

average mean distance between incipient weeds documented is 18.36 meters, as compared to the 
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expected mean distance of 38.19 meters (z-score -35.73, p-value: <0.001). Model analysis 

indicates that average distance from the road has a negative effect of -0.004 on incipient weed 

densities (df:2, intercept: 2.96, p-value: <0.00001, t-value: -4.7) as compared to no effect under 

the null model (df: 1, intercept: 2.59). Interpretation of weight parameter estimate (0.996) 

indicates that for each 1-meter increase in average distance from a road, the median number of 

incipient weed individuals decreases by a factor of 0.99. The 95 percent confidence interval 

places this parameter estimate within 0.994 and 0.998. 

 
 

Figure 7 This provides an Optimized Hot Spot Analysis for incipient weed locations. 
Incipient weed data provided by FWS (2018). Map made by Gina McGuire, March 10, 2019. 
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 It is clear that there is a pattern in the spatial distribution of incipient weeds on Midway 

Atoll. Analysis of weed density as a function of average distance to the nearest road showed a 

slight negative effect, with a decrease of about one weed individual for every unit increase in 

distance from the nearest road. While this is a relatively low effect size, when considered over a 

large spatial scale, such as at the landscape level for Sand Island, it can aggregate to influence 

weed population hot spots (for example at the range of several hundred meters away from the 

nearest road). Other factors that could be included in future spatial analyses to create a more 

robust model include understanding the island’s seed bank, classifying water access, classifying 

substrate types (sandy, soil, gravel), assessing nutrient levels, accounting for varying 

concentration of weed treatment efforts on the part of FWS, and the varying frequency of usage 

levels across the road network. Areas on the hot spot analysis with observed clustering are noted 

to occur in areas that may have high water availability such as near the wetland on the 

southeastern peninsula near the dump and water collection site or higher anthropogenic activity 

near the ‘town.’ Further spatial analysis in this area should be done prior to the start of a visitor 

program to identify influencing factors and possible mitigation strategies in the spread of 

invasive species on Sand and Eastern Islands. 

LOGISTICAL PARAMETERS OF VISITATION 
 
Purpose 

Midway Atoll is one of the most remote sites, not only in the National Wildlife Refuge 

System, but also in the Pacific region. This extreme remote location that relies upon sole U.S. 

federal import of supplies, creates a situation of finite and expensive resources. This section 

highlights the limited resources and elevated costs associated with running a visitor program. 

The last available information on Midway logistical constraints came from the Government 
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Accountability Office (GAO) report in 2016. The following information updates the GAO 

document as these constraints including housing, waste management, supply constraints, 

personnel, and safety as they relate to visitation. This information was compiled based on 

conversations with Midway housekeeping, culinary, and logistics contractors. 

Figure 8 Refuge Asset Values 
This map of Sand Island provides the spatial context of available infrastructure resources (asset 
value score >2) that are critical to maintain for visitor services and other island operations. This 
map was prepared using data adopted from FWS Refuge Operations Scores as determined by the 
Refuge Manager. Each asset was assigned a value on a scale from 0 to 4, with 4 as the most 
critical to Refuge Operations priorities and 0 as least critical to Refuge Operations. This does not 
detail the condition or historic value of the assets marked. 
 
Dining Facilities: (highlighted in yellow) 1) Clipper House 2) Captain Brooks Tavern 
Housing Facilities: (highlighted in purple) 3) Charlie Barracks 4) Midway House 5) Historic 
Officer Quarters 6) Resident Duplexes 7) Empire Café 
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Resident Facilities: (highlighted in pink) 8) DBSI Office and Medical Clinic 9) Greenhouse 10) 
Gymnasium 11) Ship Store 12) Fitness Room 13) Bowling Alley 
 
Operations: (highlighted in green) 14) FWS Office 15) Water Plant 16) Transportation Building 
17) Generators 18) Recycling Building 19) Solar Freezer Storage 20) New Fuel Farm 21) Water 
Collection 22) Airport and Fire Facility 23) Boat House and Boat Ramp 24) Tug Pier 25) 
Hazmat Storage 26) Snorkel Storage 27) Finger Piers 28) Cargo Pier 29) Dump. Map made by 
Gina McGuire, March 10, 2019. 
 
Site Operations 

Figure 8 provides a visual representation of available building assets to a visitor program 

classified by relevant usage (e.g., dining, housing, operations). There is a significant amount of 

infrastructure on Midway, many of which are critical to the operation of a visitor program and 

others less so.  

Housing 
Housing is the most critical limiting factor on future visitation. Currently, visitors and 

transient workers at Midway are housed in Charlie Barracks, built in 1958 from concrete and 

seawater and historically used for officer quarters (FWS 2018c). There are 36 rooms in Charlie 

Barracks, 12 on each floor; currently five double rooms are being used by long-term DBSI 

employees, one single room for the Midway Physician’s Assistant (PA), two rooms are out-of-

service due to deteriorating conditions, two single-rooms used to house pilots on overnight 

layovers, and one single room used for housekeeping. That leaves 22 doubles, one single, and 

two three-bed VIP rooms available for visitors. All rooms include a private bathroom. It 

currently costs $125 a night per room to stay at Charlie Barracks (DBSI 2018b). Some of these 

available rooms, particularly on the third floor, have deteriorating conditions including spalling 

concrete and crumbling ceilings, as well as termite damage, although these rooms can be used if 

needed. These rooms require cleaning at a minimum of every two weeks to keep them habitable 

(DBSI 2018a). This deterioration is unavoidable given the age of Charlie Barracks and the harsh 

environmental conditions of Midway. Charlie Barracks is well beyond its anticipated lifespan 
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with an estimated remaining lifespan between two and four years (DBSI 2018a), although it is 

unclear how rapidly it will deteriorate. “It’s beyond its lifespan and there’s no way to fix it,” 

stated one of the on-island contractors. When there are no albatross on-island from August to 

October, housing pressures become more severe because available rooms are filled by visiting 

contractors who work on repairs and construction (DBSI 2018a). There may be the potential to 

further consolidate visitors into more stacked living conditions with room sharing as a possibility 

to stretch housing to match demand. In anticipation of the end of Charlie Barracks’ lifespan 

camping has been proposed as a potential way to accommodate visitors. This would not be a safe 

long-term option given the potential for natural events such as storms or tsunamis, the variability 

of monk seal movement (prohibiting camping on beaches), and the current lack of potable water 

at the open area (only open available area without wildlife and structural concerns) near the 

Boathouse. 

Housing capacity on Midway must have the ability to meet the demands not only for the 

educational and tourist-based visitors discussed in this report but also for visiting researchers, 

VIPs, media, and contractors. Regardless of whether a visitor program is implemented, Midway 

will need to replace its housing for transient guests and contractors within the next two to four 

years. A future residential building would be best built on the footprint of Bravo Barracks (226 x 

42-foot pad), which is already remediated and abated for lead paint. This option minimizes 

habitat impact and provides the least expensive option via access to existing electrical, water, and 

sewage utilities (DBSI 2018a). Future housing on Midway Atoll should be designed for 

longevity to withstand extreme environmental conditions including high humidity and harsh 

wear from the marine environment, the effects of climate change and rising sea levels, as well as 

prioritizing privacy and temperature, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compatibility, and 
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done in a plug-and-play system that can be installed and maintained with minimal material 

shipping. When designing future housing on Midway tsunami and storm safety need to be 

considered: the third floor of Charlie Barracks is currently the tsunami evacuation site for the 

Atoll. An alternative high-ground option needs to be conceptualized before moving forward. 

There is one fully compliant ADA accessible house on Sand Island with its own bathroom. There 

is also currently a ramp that provides access to the Clipper House dining facility, which will be 

connected to the Captain Brooks recreational area mid-2019 (DBSI 2018a). Further accessibility 

measures should be taken in construction of new residences. Future housing could be designed to 

house any number of visitors at a time, although given current flight options, housing 

uncertainties, and a desire to minimize environmental footprint a maximum of 18 visitors at time 

is recommended for visitor program planning. 

 

Waste Management 
Sand Island’s current human waste management infrastructure follows the system that 

was put in place when there were 5,000 people living on-island (DBSI 2018a) with a central 

system that leads to a leach field (DBSI 2018a). A population over 100 for any significant 

amount of time would be unsustainable for waste management due to the increasing demands for 

its maintenance as the system ages (DBSI 2018a). The on-island population fluctuates between 

around 46 people to 62 when there are transient volunteers as part of projects such as mouse 

eradication or during the annual bird count (FWS 2019). Human waste management limits the 

visitor program to a maximum of 40 additional people at a time. Along with human waste 

increase, trash generation will increase with visitation. However, Midway runs as an economy of 

scale, with impacts and resource usage increasing at lower levels once it reaches a certain 

capacity (DBSI 2018a). For example, as most of the residents and visitors eat buffet style at the 
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Clipper House, the bulk of the trash generated is from food packaging and disposal from the 

dining facility. Increased visitor numbers will not significantly increase the amount of total 

garbage produced by the dining facility (DBSI 2018a). Currently garbage is burned and stacked 

on the southeastern portion of the Inner Harbor peninsula in rotating decomposition. Visitor 

garbage production will primarily consist of any external packaging to food or toiletry items that 

visitors bring with them to the island or purchase at the on-island store.  

 

Food Supply 
Visitation on Midway would necessitate an increased food supply. All Midway workers 

and visitors primarily eat at the Clipper House, a buffet-style dining area. Meals are provided 

three times a day Monday through Saturday and twice on Sunday (brunch & dinner). There are 

52 seats and an additional two picnic tables outside to seat diners. If there were a significant 

increase in visitor numbers at one time there would need to be rotating cycles in dining times to 

accommodate the larger number of people being served (DBSI 2018a). The on-island ʻāina mahi 

(greenhouse) currently provides fresh fruit and vegetables such as tomatoes, cucumbers, lettuce, 

cabbage, and radishes to on-island residents. The greenhouse capacity is currently enough to 

supply up to 100 people, supplying both Clipper House as well as residents on a personal basis, 

and would not need to be expanded to serve a visitor program (DBSI 2018a). Visitors are 

charged $65 a day regardless of how many meals are attended or how much is eaten to cover the 

cost of labor for the chefs and dining staff (DBSI 2018b). FWS staff is charged for the food-

only-cost, $17 a day (DBSI 2018a). Recent changes in flight contractors and plane size have put 

pressures on the amount of cargo able to be brought in on these flights. It is currently a challenge 

to organize the flights to bring out all of the fresh fruit and vegetables that aren't grown in the 

greenhouse and that staff depends on (DBSI 2018a). It is possible that a portion of flight space 
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could be used to bring out additional food supplies the visitor groups would require. However, 

after an extended amount of time of visitation, additional flight space alone would not suffice to 

provide both the level of food supplies and fuel (discussed below). For example, if there were 18 

additional people on Midway seasonally (at a period of four months) it would require an increase 

to a minimum of three supply vessels a year (currently allotted minimum is 2). Each round-trip 

supply vessel trip to Midway costs about $300,000 and about $15,000 a day for a vessel to wait 

(DBSI 2018a). When another opportunity arises and another organization pays for another 

vessel, the atoll may be able to utilize supply space for either fuel or food supplies (DBSI 

2018a). 

Fuel Supply 
Fuel costs and limitations are critical components of defining visitor program parameters. 

Due to its remote location and transportation costs, fuel is very expensive on Midway, at $15.56 

a gallon (DBSI 2018a). With an estimated fuel use of 2.6 gallons per day per person (based on 

2017 population estimate and 2017 total annual fuel cost to determine individual consumption, 

after public facilities such as Clipper House and offices are accounted for) (DBSI 2018a), total 

island fuel costs will increase with visitation. The daily added individual fuel cost per day is 

about $40.46. Electrical power production can be adjusted to meet required electrical loads. Two 

225 kVa generators and one 455 kVa generator provide flexibility to adjust to visitor needs. 

Introduction of renewable energy systems, particularly photovoltaic, result in dramatic cost 

reductions and fuel reliance (FWS 2018c). For example, the addition of the photovoltaic 

refrigeration system in 2014 paid for itself within the two to three years with its energy saving 

capability (DBSI 2018a). Similar systems should be pursued as a cost saving measure and reduce 

dependence on fuel. In previous years Midway was able to sell fuel to passing smaller aircraft. 

However, the current annual fuel consumption rate is about 126,000 gallons a year (DBSI 2018a) 
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and only 42,000 gallons of fuel can be brought on a supply vessel at a time (there are currently 

only two supply vessels guaranteed annually) (DBSI 2018a). FWS has had to rely on the U.S. 

Coast Guard's on-island fuel reserve in past years to meet fuel needs. Paired with the steep price 

of fuel, acting as a re-fueling station to passing aircraft is not currently a realistic course of 

action. It is unclear what the demand from passing aircraft is, but in order to break even it would 

necessitate an estimated 20,000 gallons of fuel be sold a year (DBSI 2018a). With airlines paying 

around $4.76 a gallon for Jet-A fuel at Honolulu Airport (Aviation Fuel Data 2018), it is unclear 

if this break-even point for demand would be met. If this demand was in place there could be the 

potential to add vessel trips with more fuel.  

Safety 
There are significant safety considerations for a visitor program on Midway Atoll. 

Midway Atoll NWR is an isolated, remote field station: it is very difficult and costly to evacuate 

someone because of medical emergency (about $35,000 to medevac from Midway) (FWS 

2018c). DBSI staffs a Physician’s Assistant on the Refuge, who can treat minor ailments but 

delays (possibly as long as weeks) for extensive medical help are a reality of the location. Safety 

hazards include Bonin petrel burrows, whose population has exponentially increased in recent 

years (FWS 2018c). Straying from the path can cause harm to the petrels as well as cause twisted 

ankles or knees, as it is easy to collapse the burrows. Walkways are often undermined by the 

Bonin petrel populations and require constant and increased costs for maintenance. If more 

walkways were to be constructed to facilitate access to historic sites around the island, it would 

represent a large initial cost, price varies on material used. Wood is less expensive but will 

deteriorate in the conditions of Midway, and composite material higher quality but more 

expensive would also require commitment to upkeep (DBSI 2018a). Marine hazards such as 

niuhi (tiger shark (Galeocerdo cuvier) presence, particularly during albatross fledging season, 
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and ʻilioholoikauaua mobbing prohibit swimming alone or at night and require ocean users to be 

extremely vigilant. Miscellaneous marine debris constantly washes ashore and remnants of Naval 

use are continuously exposed on beaches. Beach hazards include exposed metal, wires, shale, 

glass, and ordnance within the sand, particularly in areas like Rusty Bucket. Centipede, jellyfish, 

tick, spider, and bee bites/stings are additional hazards. The aging infrastructure (in various 

conditions) of Midway provides additional terrestrial hazards. Unsupervised entry to buildings 

currently in disrepair (e.g., Galley or BEQ C&D Barracks) can lead to serious injury. 

The aging infrastructure of Sand Island influences visitor program capability as well as 

the safety considerations listed above. At this time, it would not be possible for visitors to arrive 

via personal vessels due to the deteriorating conditions of the Cargo and Tug piers. Although 

neither the Tug or Cargo pier have had a formal structural engineering assessment, cursory visual 

inspections by experienced engineers have identified a wide array of issues. “Due to the extent of 

deterioration of the structure [i.e., Cargo Pier], repairs to restore the pier would be extensive” 

(PND Engineers 2015). The Tug Pier is the only pier still used for offloading heavy cargo and 

equipment. The Cargo Pier, used by larger vessels such as the USS Walnut and NOAA research 

vessels, is only used for small items palletized and easily moved by hand or small forklift. It 

remains unclear if the Cargo Pier is a safe option for public docking. A structural assessment of 

the tug pier is currently unavailable (FWS 2019). According to a supply vessel captain that has 

been visiting the atoll for over ten years, the piers on Sand Island “could use some work,” with 

the tug pier described as in “fairly decent shape” although “you can’t get that big of a boat into 

that pier.” While these concerns apply to the large supply and research vessels that dock at 

Midway, it also applies to smaller vessels as well, with concerns such as the hākō (dredged 

channel) getting “pretty shallow pretty fast” on either side applying to all boats that arrive, 
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especially those that have never entered the channel before. An alternative that was mentioned 

includes anchoring in the deeper sections of the lagoon and using small boats to access shore. 

Cost 
The logistical realities of Midway Atoll’s remote location, harsh conditions, and need for 

ecological and heritage resource protection necessitate a significant level of resources to sustain 

a visitor program. Figure 9 shows the base annual costs of a visitor program. These costs 

represent the bare minimum costs to running a visitor program before considering the number of 

flights and visitors brought to the atoll. These are the hidden costs that are not reflected in a 

standard travel budgets including airfare, meals, and accommodation.  

 Figure 9 demonstrates the annual cost difference between a program that operates for 

under four months and four months-and-longer during the year. If visitor services were run for a 

four-month period (for example February through May) it would allow visitation during 

albatross season, as well as the beginning of summer when the weather may be more preferable 

without extending visitation through the time when most of the albatross population leave the 

island or the main construction seasons. Major cost differences include the added need for an 

additional DBSI chef and the need for an additional supply vessel after a program length of four 

months. Prior to the additional supply vessel, there would be added pressure to the contracted 

flights to fit all the goods needed, as well as on fuel supply. These costs reflect the bare 

minimum additional costs to running visitor services programs. However, there would be 

additional, variable costs that would need to be accounted for each trip including fuel use 

(average of 2.6 gallons/person/day at $15.65 a gallon to cover electricity needed through  
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Figure 9 Annual budget costs necessary to run a visitor program. When a program is run 
for four-months-or-longer the added fuel and supply shipping constraints necessitate an 
additional supply vessel. 
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generators) (DBSI 2017, 2018a), plane costs ($37,000/trip ~ cost needs to be covered even 

if/when flights are not full to capacity) (DBSI 2018b), food costs ($65/person/day) (DBSI 

2018b), and maintenance costs that will vary on the frequency of trips run and the number of 

people on each trip. The flight costs would increase per person if the planes were not filled to 

capacity—the full cost of the plane and employees still needs to be covered. It would not make 

sense to adding a larger plane (at one point in time flights of about 50 people came to Midway) 

to the flight schedule to increase visitation at this time due to the current housing limitations, 

although this may be of consideration in the future. Currently contracted flight options include 

nine and 18 passenger planes. Table 4 details the base costs for a sample nine visitor trip for a 

week-long stay (DBSI 2018b). This does not account for the additional FWS Visitor Services 

manager or the two Kupu interns. The $65/day food cost helps to cover the costs of the 

additional DBSI employees needed. An addition of 18 visitors on a consistent basis will demand 

three more DBSI staff (one cook, one housekeeper, one maintenance worker). After four months 

an additional staff member would be needed, bringing this number to four. The fully burdened 

cost of each of these employees is $32,500 (DBSI 2018a). Similarly, to manage visitors a 

minimum of at least one FWS Visitor Services manager would be needed to coordinate and 

develop the visitor program. A full time, permanent position with FWS is necessary to create a 

visitor program that is substantial, efficient, and sustainable (FWS 2018c). Having a position of 

this kind on staff would benefit the Midway visitor program and also be involved in off-seasons 

with planning for the coming year, training Kupu staff, and building partnerships, as well as 

support the Hawaiian and Pacific Islands National Wildlife Complex in the Honolulu office. 

Using qualified volunteers or Kupu interns under a Visitor Services Manager is a potential option 
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 Table 4 Sample trip cost for nine and 18 visitors over the course of seven days. 
The top portion of the table demonstrates the associated costs for every trip to Midway, not 
accounting for the annual additional staff and supply vessel fees associated with establishing a 
visitor program. The bottom portion of the table provides a scenario where these annual costs are 
included in visitor group weekly fees (assumes consistent visitation across four-month period). 
This shows the sharp increase in trip cost per week if visitors are solely responsible for all of the 
annual fees of a visitor program. *Entrance fee refers to visitor charge on arrival, visitor fees 
support visitor-specific improvements and programs. 

Per Person/7 Day Trip Cost *Not Accounting for Base Fees 
Line Item 9 Visitors 18 Visitors 

Flight $3,700  $3,100  
Fuel (2.6 gal/day/person) $284  $284  

Entrance Fee ($5/day) $35  $35  
Visitor Fee ($55/day) $385  $385  

Food ($65/day) $455  $455  
Lodging ($125/day) $875  $875  

Bicycle Rental ($5/day) $35  $35  
Service Fees: Additional 5% of Total Cost $288  $258  

Total cost per person: $6,058  $5,428  
Total cost per trip: $54,522  $97,697.88  

Per Person/7 Day Trip Cost *Accounting for Additional Staff, Supply Vessel over 4 mo. Period 

Flight $3,700 $3,100 
Fuel (2.6 gal/day/person) $284 $284 

Entrance Fee ($5/day) $35 $35 
Visitor Fee ($55/day) $385 $385 

Food ($65/day) $455 $455 
Lodging ($125/day) $875 $875 

Bicycle Rental ($5/day) $35 $35 
Additional Supply Vessel ($300,000/trip) $1,944 $972 

FWS Visitor Services Manager 
($91,179/yr/ps) (1) $591 $295 

KUPU Interns ($18,500/yr/ps) (2) $240 $120 
DBSI Staff ($32,500/yr/ps) (4) $843 $421 

Service Fees: Additional 5% of Total Cost $469 $349 
Total cost per person: $9,856 $7,327 

Total cost per trip: $88,707 $131,886 
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to lower employee costs and provide a cohesive team for program development. It is possible 

that different visitor groups such as ecotourism operators could be charged a permitting fee that 

could help cover the cost of these additional employees. Five % of total costs should be added to 

overall visit cost to account for the added wear and tear on Midway resources that are often 

expensive to replace given transportation challenges (DBSI 2018a). Increasing the on-island 

population by about 35% (nine visitors and six additional FWS, Kupu, DBSI staff) or 57% 

(eighteen visitors and six additional FWS, Kupu, DBSI staff) under a four-month scenario–

respectively will have significant impacts on the lifespan of many of Midway assets: from air 

conditioning units to plumbing. 

DISCUSSION 
Findings 

Narrative research with the community of stakeholders for Midway provides the context 

and needed complexity to understand the social, ecological, heritage, and economic framework 

of visitation on Midway. Interviewee responses informed the driving research questions of this 

study. First, if Midway should be re-opened for public visitation, and second, the ethical, 

environmental, and logistical constraints of visitation. Third, if opened to visitation, what an 

ideal program looks like. The depth and complexity of interviewees’ concerns and desires for 

visitation provide the necessary background for conversations regarding visitor program cost 

under different scenarios or potential environmental impact are considered. Regarding question 

one, stakeholder responses favor increased visitation but show that the question re-opening 

visitation is not clear cut across stakeholders. In many cases where there is strong conviction to 

have visitation, it is only for certain groups such as educational programs or cultural 

practitioners, and that there are serious reservations about producing a visitation program that 

could balance the needs for careful stewardship of heritage and environment on Midway. 
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Concerns include creating a visitor program that is reciprocal in its ability to “give back” to 

Midway and is more equitable in comparison to previous cost-prohibitive programs. A visitor 

program needs the support and value alignment of supporting organizations, to prioritize 

environmental protection, and to be both safe and logistically cost efficient.  Visitation to 

Midway is valuable for its importance to the Native Hawaiian community and its ability to 

support long-term research opportunities. It is also important to those wishing to pay their 

respects to the military history. Perhaps its most prominent value are its long-term conservation 

actions and its ability to provide an on-site window to the PMNM. Yet, a consistent concern 

across government agency representatives interviewed was declining budgets that are necessary 

to support a visitor program. Several stakeholders conclude that a visitor program should not be 

re-opened, and a variety of stakeholders commented on the incompatibility of vacation-styled 

tourism on Midway, particularly from perspectives of alignment with cultural value, potential 

environmental harm, and the mission of FWS. The complexity of interpreting these responses 

reflects the controversy and challenges of quantifying qualitative data and suggests that 

designing a visitation program will be contentious. The depth and breadth of concerns stated by 

this relatively small sample of interviewees highlights potential areas of concern. 

Landscape analysis shows that there are currently gaps in the data needed to determine 

how an increased human population from visitation would impact Midway. The LAC for 

Midway cannot be established until there is a better baseline understanding of habitat and 

wildlife responses to increased visitation. Previous vandalism of bunkers on Midway suggests 

that heritage sites will need better monitoring and protection in the future. Research at other 

seabird and atoll sites that have hosted tourism suggest that impacts of increased human presence 

could have greater consequences than anticipated. Climate change modeling suggests that the 
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landscape at Midway will be changing under predicted sea level rise, increased storm events, and 

resulting vegetative shifts (USGS 2012). The introduction of invasive plant and insect species is 

identified as the greatest current and future concern for human activity on Midway. With this 

uncertainty, the full consequences of increased human presence cannot be wholly anticipated. 

Before visitation can be established, a monitoring and management plan for each of the 

terrestrial and marine habitat types should be created. The inclusion of Hawaiian terminology as 

applied to Midway shows that Indigenous ways of thinking about ecological sites as ‘home’ for 

species and the complexity of locality-specific naming available within this landscape could and 

should be incorporated in future habitat type monitoring and management efforts. While we can 

put a price tag on meeting staffing and logistical needs (e.g., cost of fuel, supply vessels) of 

Midway, we cannot put a price on the potential environmental impacts. The ability to cause 

ecological harm by increasing human presence on Midway should not be under-estimated. Long-

term monitoring of human impact on Midway would be a valuable resource to inform the design 

of visitation in the future. 

Cost to re-opening a visitor program is variable based on the length of time a visitor 

program would run, although it is recommended to occur within February - May to coincide with 

albatross season, preventing overlap with main construction season. The number of staff 

members FWS and DBSI will need to implement the program successfully, and the replacement 

of housing facilities. Each weeklong trip with a nine-passenger charter plane costs from $6,058 

(without accounting for annual fees) to $9,856 (accounting for annual fees of a 4 month program 

within a 4 month period, assuming consistent weekly trips). 
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Integration of findings with other sites 
Purpose 

It is difficult to compare Midway Atoll to other ecotourism sites as it is unique in its 

federal management and lacks economic competition for travel and lodging expenses; the 

extreme remoteness of Midway is comparable only to Easter Island, and makes for high trip 

costs. However, potential visitation cannot be analyzed without considering challenges and 

successes of other visitor programs around the world. Midway tourism is discussed here in 

context with other sites that provide insights about management practices, logistical challenges, 

and ethical considerations. 

 

Management Practices 
As noted throughout this report, one reason given for visitation is to experience and 

educate about the atoll’s abundant wildlife. Tourism could be valuable in generating public 

support for the marine protected area. For this reason, it is useful to make comparisons to other 

destinations that rely upon environmental tourism. Whale watching at Kaikoura, New Zealand 

demonstrates that wildlife focused tourism can be conducted sustainably when environmental 

and social responsibility are emphasized despite the inherently consumptive nature of tourism 

(Curtin 2003). Kaikoura provides a unique example for comparison, as the Maori community has 

a monopoly over Kaikoura’s whale-watching industry (Curtin 2003), and Whale Watch Kaikoura 

is the only operator permitted to have boat-based tours in the area (Kittinger 2017). The whale 

watching industry in Kaikoura began in 1987, transforming the area from a small coastal 

community of fishing and farming to an international tourist destination (Kittinger 2017). The 

principles under which Whale Watch Kaikoura were established include working towards 

minimal impact upon the natural resource and local community, and includes continuous 

monitoring and site-specific management plans. Whale Watch Kaikoura advocates thinking 
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about wildlife as individuals rather than as a population (Curtin 2003), and operates using a lens 

of Maori values about kaitiaki (guardianship). Whale tour operators do not use all of their 

permits, thus operating under full capacity (Curtin 2003). This keeps demand high and ensures a 

‘premium’ price and profit margin (Curtin 2003). It is important to note, however, that Kaikoura 

vastly differs in scale than Midway in that Whale Watch takes about 100,000 guests on their 

tours each year, a much higher visitation level than Midway has received at any time in its 

history. Benefits from tourism that have been passed into the Kaikoura community include 

initiatives such as offering tours at reduced rates for local school and community groups, using 

eco-friendly products, and reducing energy consumption (Kittinger 2017). Kaikoura 

demonstrates that a non-consumptive, community-based approach to tourism can be done in 

culturally guided and economically successful ways. 

Research into tourism in Canada’s west Arctic region provides other valuable insight into 

Midway. This area is geographically peripheral, and visited primarily for wildlife and cultural 

interests, possessing modest physical infrastructure while operating in a fragile and unpredictable 

ecosystem. Like Midway, the region has a high cost of living and is geographically remote from 

population centers (Notzke 1998). Similar to Kaikoura, the area has found that “native people are 

the best mediators between southern visitors and their homeland—not as a last frontier, not an 

untouched wilderness, but a homeland which has shaped and sustained their communities, their 

culture, and their economy” (Notzke 1998). While Midway currently does not have a ‘local’ 

population of long-term residents, outside of several of the contractors, it is geographically and 

culturally most similar to Hawaiʻi, and could thus be interpreted and shared in a genuine and 

authentic manner consistent with a sense of place and culture. The Notzke study found that 

visitor surveys revealed an emphasis placed by visitors on personal encounters with native 
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peoples in the area and their ability to communicate their culture, and an interest to come for an 

“authentic northern experience” (Notzke 1998). This begs the question of what is authentic at 

Midway? And how could visitor experiences be designed to convey something genuine and 

enriching? 

Challenges 
While Kaikoura and Canada’s west Arctic tourism analyses provide information on 

elements of successfully operated wildlife experiences, they do not present the same challenges 

that other island sites demonstrate. Sea Lion Island Natural Reserve and Bird Island in the 

Seychelles (the only information available on these sites was from their web pages: (Sea Lion 

Island 2010; Bird Island Lodge 2018) both illustrate comparable logistical situations and 

challenges. Sea Lion Island Nature Reserve in the Falkland Islands has one hotel on-island that 

can host up to 20 visitors at a time, similar to housing at Charlie Barracks. Located 300 miles off 

the coast of Argentina, the 2,236-acre island is owned by the Falkland Islands Development 

Corporation and the hotel is run by a private company. The resident staff population is just five 

for the lodge, a much smaller operational crew than Midway. Primary attractions include wildlife 

viewing of orcas, elephant seals, and sea birds. The island relies on a dirt landing strip via 

government air service. Due to rough seas, cruise ship landings and supply ship visits are 

described as ‘hit or miss’ opportunities. Both Sea Lion Island and Midway are very remote, 

offering wildlife viewing as the main attraction, have small staff numbers, and only have one 

accommodation option. They differ in private versus government operation.  

Bird Island, the northernmost island in the Seychelles chain reinforces the idea that 

remote island locations with small staff can still run successful visitor programs. Attractions 

include wildlife viewing, pristine beaches, and fishing. Daily 30-minute flights bring guests 

(never more than 80 people on-island at a time) to the grass landing strip. Flights are around 
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$500 from Seychelles International Airport and accommodations start at $433 a night—almost 

3.5 times higher than current overnight fees on Midway. Thirty staff live on-island and 24 

bungalow lodges provide accommodation. There are no televisions, air conditioning, telephones, 

or swimming pools, and similar to Midway, lack of ‘resort’ amenities. Mangers from these sites 

were contacted to further understand how their logistical challenges similar to what Midway 

faces are met, with no response. Collaboration with these sites could provide valuable insight to 

how other remote sites successfully maintain visitation through a private sector model. 

Other sites that face similar challenges to Midway include Tuvalu, Vanuatu, and Rapa 

Nui in the Pacific. Tuvalu hosts 1,000 tourists annually (of which only about 200 are holiday 

makers) due to their few recreational facilities, lack of quality accommodation or restaurant, and 

highly irregular air service (Harrison 2003). Tuvalu’s problems, including limited natural 

resources, small size, poor accessibility, and inadequate air links, are not unique, but shared 

across the Pacific including at Midway (Harrison 2003). Tourism in rural areas of Vanuatu, for 

example, have not been financially or operationally viable due to neglect, loss of operating 

capital, and the seasonal nature of tourism (Harrison 2003), challenges which Midway also faces. 

Rapa Nui, or Easter Island, may be the most comparable site to contrast the challenges faced at 

Midway Atoll. Rapa Nui is 1,931 kilometers from its nearest inhabited neighbor, Pitcairn Island 

and 3,540 kilometers west of continental Chile, comparable to the 2,110-kilometer distance from 

Midway to Honolulu. Rapa Nui National Park and the PMNM to which Midway belongs, are 

both UNESCO World Heritage Sites (UNESCO 2019) and both interest visitors for their 

ecological and cultural heritage (Barfelz 2011). Similar to Midway, Rapa Nui was controlled by 

a military agency for an extended length of time, and was controlled by the Chilean Navy until 

1966 and the construction of an airport in 1967 (Hess 2016), following which, in 1971 twice-
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weekly scheduled airline flights from Santiago began (Harrison 2003). Similar to Midway, most 

of its land continues to be controlled by the federal government including the National Park, 

airport, and naval base (Hess 2016). Many accommodations are owned by Rapa Nui residents 

although it has been recorded that, “for many families the cost of maintaining, servicing, and 

renovating facilities is barely covered by the income derived from tourists” (Harrison 2003). Its 

main challenges, similar to logistical challenges for Midway, include an unreliable bi-annual 

supply ship from Chile, low natural resource availability, and isolation (Harrison 2003). 

Comparable operational challenges Rapa Nui face under increasing visitor numbers include 

‘eventual’ overwhelming of existing waste management and sanitation systems and 

unsustainable development (Barfelz 2011). 

Research Implications 
It is valuable to understand how different remote island sites operate around the world, 

and then place that context within the framework of the FWS NWRS, which is a public sector 

entity and not experienced or focused on producing a profit. The NWRS is responsible for public 

uses of hunting, fishing, wildlife photography and observation, environmental education, and 

interpretation as well as cultural resource protection and interpretation, accessibility efforts, 

managing special use permits, and concessions management (FWS 2015). Midway Atoll NWR is 

unique amongst its national counterparts that offer visitation and partner with concessions in its 

remoteness, location within a Marine National Monument, and high transportation costs for 

materials and personnel. Midway is not unique in that it is affected by the national trend that 

capacity to serve and educate the public on National Wildlife Refuges is down (FWS 2015) with 

decreasing budgets: about $72 million below what the NWRS needs to “keep pace” with 

inflation (FWS 2015). Future work should focus on using stakeholder views, information on 

potential environmental harm, and associated costs collected in this document to inform whether 
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or not the benefits of hosting visitation outweigh the concerns and the cost for FWS, as well as if 

FWS can afford to re-open. Inter-agency Personnel Agreements (IPAs) between government 

agencies interested in restoring visitation to Midway and the use of Kupu interns to support 

visitor service programming could be effective ways to lower cost of visitation for the FWS. 

CONCLUSION 
 Midway Atoll is the largest albatross colony in the world, a sacred place within Hawaiian 

culture, and the site of a critical U.S. victory in the Pacific theater of World War II. It is an 

incredibly valuable piece of American history and a unique natural and cultural landscape. It 

embodies many of the ideals and values of the U.S. and appeals to many citizens as a desired 

destination. It has the potential to serve as a place of learning and inspiration for students, 

cultural practitioners, and private citizens. Educational and cultural programs at Midway Atoll 

directly further FWS’s mission under the NWRS and the vision and goals of the PMNM, offer 

possibilities for service learning activities and the building of a reciprocal relationship with 

place, and expand the public connection to this important site for conservation and in history. 

Intimate, place-based experiences and memories have been shown to create enduring ties 

between visitors and place and can inspire enduring conservation action. However, concerns 

regarding the cost, ability of a visitor program to be equitable, and potential environmental 

impact need to be weighed against these benefits when making decisions. 

This is the first report on visitation at Midway to include Indigenous ways of knowing 

and methodologies under a narrative research approach. It creates a baseline for the inclusion of 

makawalu (Hiapo Perry 2018) in future research and management completed in sites within the 

NWHI. Researcher transparency through practice such as positionality, and inclusion of long-

term contractual residents on Midway in the study (previously excluded from visitor program 
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analyses) are important components of future analyses of Midway Atoll. Here is a final statement 

from one of the interviewees that reflects the sacredness of Midway, as well as its ability to 

inspire. “I went to Kuaihelani, or what is recognized as Midway Atoll, not only to gain wildlife 

field experience or to see a thriving reef ecosystem, but to enter the unknown darkness and 

return to the unborn of my genealogy to find direction, to try to remember... It was a pivotal 

moment in the awakening of my cultural consciousness. A moment when every nerve felt that 

pursuing restoration, sustainability, and getting in touch with my culture was exactly where it 

needed to be. We are in a position where we have to decide what is worth saving.” This study 

provides the groundwork necessary to empower decision makers to decide what is worth saving 

on Midway.  
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APPENDIX A  Glossary of Acronyms 
 
ADA   Americans with Disabilities Act 
DBSI   Defense Base Services, Inc. 
DLNR   State of Hawaiʻi Department of Land & Natural Resources 
FOMA   Friends of Midway Atoll 
FWS   U.S. Department of the Interior's Fish and Wildlife Service 
GAO   Government Accountability Office 
GIS   Geographic Information System 
IMMF   International Midway Memorial Foundation 
IRB   Institutional Review Board 
LAC   Limits of Acceptable Change 
MPC   Midway Phoenix Corporation 
NOAA   National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NSF   National Science Foundation 
NWHI   Northwestern Hawaiian Islands 
NWR   National Wildlife Refuge 
NWRS   National Wildlife Refuge System 
OHA   Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
PAA   Papahānaumokuākea ʻAhahui Alakaʻi 
PMNM  Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument 
UNESCO  United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 
WW II   World War II 
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APPENDIX B  Glossary of Hawaiian Words 
 
May K. Pukui and Samuel H. Elbert's Hawaiian Dictionary (1986) and Paul F. Nahoa Lucas' A 
Dictionary of Hawaiian Legal Land-Terms (1995) were used for all translations within the work. 
 
 
Alena   Indigenous coastal succulent, Boerhavia repens 
Aloha ʻāina  Refers to programs based on stewardship, literally 'respect/love/care for  
   land' 
Aukaka  Localities of deep coral beds with overlapping ledges where fish hide 
Aula   Barren 
Hākō   Dredged channel 
Hāloko   Puddle of water 
Hāpapa  Areas of shallow coral flats 
Hipū   Resting area 
Hoʻoulu  Place of new growth, used in reference to partially vegetated former  
   runway 
Honu   Hawaiian green turtle, Chelonia mydas 
Huli ia   Observational practice 
ʻĀina akua  Ancestral place(s) 
ʻĀina wai  Wetland 
ʻĀmokumoku  Reef in areas where it abounds in islet formations 
ʻIlioholoikauaua Hawaiian monk seal, Neomonachus schauinslandi 
Kaha one  Beach strand 
Kaʻupu   Black-footed albatross, Phoebastris nigripes 
Kai kohola  Shallow lagoon area of the reef where waves come in but do not rise into  
   breakers 
Kawelu  Endemic perennial grass, Eragrostis variabilis 
Kīpapa   Pavement 
Koaliʻawa  Indigenous flowering vine, Ipomoea indica 
Koloa maoli  Laysan duck, Anas laysanensis 
Kuaihelani  Legendary place in the high heavens, a home of the deified dead,   
   traditional name of Midway (Kikiloi 2010), 'backbone of heaven' (Kikiloi  
   2010)  
Kuanalu  Outer edge of coral reef where waves break 
Kūlanakauhale  Village, town, used in reference to unvegetated areas with buildings 
Kumulipo  Origin, genesis, source of life, name of Hawaiian creation chant (Beckwith 
   1951) 
Lihi kai maloʻo Low tide mark 
Makaloa  Smooth flatsedge, Cyperus laevigatus 
Makawalu  A framework for land management based on 'seeing' from multiple  
   perspectives, literally translates to 'eight eyes' (Hiapo Perry 2018) 
Mano o Kū  White tern, Gygis alba 
Mōlī   Laysan albatross, Phoebastris immutabilis 
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Naʻau   Gut, core 
Naiʻa   Spinner dolphin, Stenella longirostris 
Naupaka  Scaevola shrub species 
Niuhi   Tiger shark, Galeocerdo cuvier 
Nohu   Indigenous ground cover plant, Tribulus cistoides 
Paina   Pine trees and all kinds of conifers, ironwood, cedar 
Pilikahakai  Shore area between low and high tides 
Pō   Night, darkness, obscurity, the realm of the gods 
Pohuehue  Beach morning glory, Ipomoea pres-caprae 
Poʻiu   Afar, very high, of high rank, glorious, sacred 
Pueone   Place where sea crests and breaks 
Puʻu one  Sand dunes 
Ulu kanu  Garden patch 
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APPENDIX D  Executive Summary and Best Practice 
Recommendations 
Executive Summary 
 Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) and Battle of Midway National 

Memorial, known as Kuaihelani and Pihemanu in Hawaiian, has come to national attention in 

Oversight Hearings for lack of consistent public access despite being designated (in 2006) as the 

only location within the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument where public 

visitation may occur. ‘Special Ocean Use’ access was established to allow recreational and 

educational opportunities within the monument. Interviews with on-island FWS staff and 

volunteers, DBSI contractors, monument co-managers, various stakeholders, and previous 

visitors reveals overwhelming positive support and desire for visitation to return. As the only on-

site window into the Monument, Midway is incredibly valuable for its ability to provide access 

to historically, ecologically, and culturally significant sites. Within this document visitation 

refers to on-site visitation (rather than virtual) and refers to any non-FWS or contractual presence 

on Midway Atoll including media personnel, visiting researchers, cultural visitation, educational 

groups, and tourism. This broad definition is necessary, as all transient guests on the island are 

subject to the same limitations for housing, supplies, and have the same safety considerations. 

            There are significant resources on Midway currently being maintained for runway 

operations, to support U.S. Coast Guard operations, other field camps in the area, and for FWS 

staff that could be put to use to allow for educational and recreational access if staffing and 

housing limitations could be met. The current housing structure used for both transient guests as 

well as some long-term contractors, Charlie Barracks, has an estimated lifespan of 2-4 years due 

to building age and deteriorating conditions. Even if Midway were to remain closed to visitation, 

a new housing structure will need to be installed to place short-term contractors, researchers, and 

VIP visitors. This is one of the largest costs to the future of visitation and currently the largest 
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limiting factor on visitor capacity. Given the current housing limitation paired with chartered 

flight options (flight capacity could be increased if demand called for it), dining capabilities, fuel 

availability, and anticipated environmental impact from visitors, it is recommended that (under 

current conditions) a cap of 18 overnight visitors on a seasonal basis be allowed. The number of 

additional visitors must also include researchers, media, and VIP visits in addition to tourist or 

educational visitors. The most cost-efficient seasonal visitor program under these current 

constraints would be to host 18 people at a time for 150 days, or five months of the year to 

optimize the most efficient and quality program, with a strong level of staff as well as the value 

added of an additional supply vessel. If visitor services were run for a five-month period (for 

example January through May) it would allow visitation during albatross season, as well as the 

beginning of summer when the weather may be more suitable for boating and water activities 

without extending visitation through the juvenile mortality time of albatross or the main 

construction seasons. Cost barriers in addition to housing limitation include added food and fuel 

costs, which can mandate more supply vessels or flight space. Support for either (or both) an on-

site visitor program or for remote learning opportunities such as classroom sharing and online 

programs will necessitate FWS to seek outside resource/funding or an increased budget as 

neither is covered by the current budget. There are models in place for other remote locations to 

garner funding for visitation, including the FWS partnership with The Nature Conservancy on 

Palmyra Atoll National Wildlife Refuge where sponsored donor visits allow for budget needs to 

be met. After numerous interviews and historical analysis, it seems that it may be difficult for the 

FWS to partner with a concessionaire to take over full operation of a visitor program, although 

this remains an avenue that the FWS could pursue. It is clear that there are several interested 

organizations, tour groups, and educational bodies that would be interested in bringing groups to 
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Midway that could apply for Special Ocean Use permits on an individual basis. It is 

recommended that an FWS Resource Monitor be present on-island with groups to interpret and 

minimize harm to the historical, cultural, and wildlife resources. Stronger bio-security measures 

at entry to Midway transportation are also recommended, as invasive species are known as the 

greatest environmental threat to the atoll at this time. Safety considerations include hazards 

presented by wildlife (e.g. monk seal aggression and landscape hazards such as Bonin petrel 

burrows), old, unattended buildings, some of which are falling in on themselves, and sheer 

distance from definitive health care. 

Conversations with leadership from co-managing agencies reveals that a fully supported 

visitor program would be educational, reciprocal in the way that visitors are able to give back to 

the atoll, and in addition to ecologically mindful, are historically and culturally oriented. In 

addition to this any visitor program on Midway needs to be more equitable than it has been in the 

past. Analysis on similar destinations that are visited for their wildlife opportunities and cultural 

value reveals that community-based approaches, culturally guided, and non-consumptive use can 

contribute to successful experiences. Interviewee data suggests that with the proper framework 

and interpretations provided, Midway may be shared with visitors of diverse backgrounds with 

reverence at the forefront. 

Best Practice Recommendations 

1) Logistics 

a) A new housing facility is needed on Midway regardless if a visitor program is pursued or 

not. This facility should be based on a 'plug and play' framework, energy efficient, and 

built to weather Midway's environmental conditions. 
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b) Sustainable energy resources, particularly solar, should be further pursued as part of any 

new development on Midway. Funds made available by renewable driven cost-saving 

may be used to support programming such as visitation. 

2) Interpretation 

a) As Midway is of such high value (beyond the ecological value but also spiritually): 

interpretation and orientation to the Atoll is recommended to incorporate Hawaiian 

epistemology, storytelling via oral tradition, and promote reflective practice amongst 

visitors. 

b) Other sites that provide appropriate frameworks of reverence to refer to include 

Kalaupapa National Historic Park and the Pearl Harbor National Memorial. 

3) Ecological 

a) Before visitation can be established each terrestrial habitat-type should be assessed for 

Limits of Acceptable Change goals (with management goals for dependent species and 

habitats clearly determined) and monitored throughout visitation. Biosecurity measures 

should also be strengthened, with increased security measures put in place for transient 

visitors arriving by plane. 

4) Programming 

a) Appropriate groups to restore visitor access to include cultural practitioners, educational 

groups, veterans and their families, those wishing to pay respects to the military history 

of the Atoll, service-oriented groups (both environmental conservation-focused and 

heritage preservation-focused), and donor/sponsor/VIP groups. 

b) All visitors should be required to produce a deliverable during or following their visit to 

Midway regarding the themes of conservation and restoration, heritage preservation and 
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awareness, or cultural perpetuity within the NWHI. Deliverables should be designed to 

further the legacy and outreach ability of Midway Atoll and the PMNM. 

i) Deliverable examples include public presentations, cultural workshops, or art 

exhibits. 

 


